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CHAPTER I
AN OUTLINE OP THE STUDY
The Problem
Statement of the problem * It is the purpose of
this study to make an analysis of curricular and teaching
methods now in current use in the field of industrial arts
at the junior-high-school level. A summary is made in the
form of a detailed check list constructed for use in evalu-
ating industrial arts in individual junior-high- schools.
Method of approach and scope of the study .-- This
study was accomplished by a careful review of all the a-
vailable literature about industrial arts at the junior-
high-school level. Prom the Education Index ; National
Education Association Bulletins ; Bibliography of Research
Studies ; Reviews of Educational Research ; Journal of
Educational Research ; Teachers College Record ; The School
Review ; Phi Delta Kappan ; Education ; and the different
yearbooks; a list of books, reports, studies, surveys, and
articles was compiled. After locating and studying the
material in the list three books, four studies, and 38
articles were selected as being of most value for the
-1
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completion of the study.
Most of the articles and reports used in this study are
about industrial-arts programs in use in different jimior-
high schools throughout the country. The study is divided
into four chapters. Chapter I consists of an outline of
the study and a brief summary of industrial arts up to
1936. Chapter II consists of separate summaries of three
excellent studies. Chapter III is a summary of the 38
articles. Chapter IV, the final chapter, consists of the
conclusions arrived at and the detailed check list.
This study is limited to the years from 1936 to 1948
because a review of the literature that included curricular
and teaching methods was published in 1936. No similar
study appears to have been made since that date. This
study does not include aims and objectives or testing as
these two fields are studies in themselves.
Industrial Arts Previous to 1936
A Survey of the past ,— To better understand present
developments in industrial arts that have evolved from the
Sloyd movement and manual training of the past, a summary
of curricular and teaching methods before 1936 will be of
1/
value, A survey of industrial arts by Ray Stombaugh
1/ Ray Stombaugh, A Survey of the Movement Culminating in
Industrial Arts Education in Secondary Schools , Teachers
College Series No, 670, Columbia University, Bureau of
Publications, New York City, New York, 1936, 192 p.
J
was made in 1935 by a review of the literature. The survey-
traced the history, curriculum changes, teaching methods,
types of shops, and other progressive developments that
culminated in the movement called industrial arts.
Curriculum developments .-- Stombaugh states that
several movements of change were going on in industrial
arts. A change in emphasis from the acquirement of tool
skills and processes to the subject content was taking
place. The school was more and more becoming a laboratory
for obtaining first hand information about materials and
for the exploration of fields of interest. Because of a
growing specialization in industry and the many diversified
trades, it was becoming impossible to teach all of the
trade processes in the school shop. Indications of a change
from teacher dictated problems to pupil selected and self-
directed problems were appearing. Other changes taking
^place were enrichment of content, shorter class periods,
and the placing of industrial arts on an equivalent credit
basis with the other school sublects.
The author found that the shopwork first taught in
the schools consisted primarily of simple bench work in
woodworking. The work was gradually extended to include
woodworking, carving, printing, and sheet metal work. By
]/ Ibid., p. 132-133.
2/ Ibid., p. 166.
i
1936 shopwork had broadened to Include 69 known different
activities
•
The size of the classes varied from two pupils to
25 pupils with a median size of 12 pupils. Time allotments
varied from 90 minutes per week to 300 minutes per week
with a median time of 152 minutes per week,
Stambaugh says the most common methods of selecting
projects were:
1, Teacher dictated projects,
2, Pupil selected projects.
3, Teacher-pupil selected projects.
In the last two methods the pupils were allowed to decide
on their own sequence of information and processes,
A feeling of dissatisfaction with the traditional ways
of teaching and a desire for change led to the "Open Shop",
4/
This type of shop consisted of a properly equipped room
in which pupils worked in small groups, as a class, or as
individuals. The pupils in this shop made projects, did
craftwork, and pursued hobbies.
Another result of this desire for a change was the
general shop movement. This type of shop consisted
2/ Ibid,, p. 165,
2/ Ibid,, p, 165,
3/ Ibid,, p. 164-165.
4/ Ibid., p. 138-139.
i
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of a room equipped to teach several different activities
at the same time. The pupils v/ere assigned in small groups
to each activity and each group was rotated through all the
activities "by the end of the term. Because of the difficul-
ty of teaching several activities at one time, teaching
adds such as instruction sheets v/ere used to supplement the
regular methods of teaching, Stambaugh says that in order
to obtain results similar to those of the general shop some
schools with unit shops rotated the classes through all the
unit shops, each class spending a specific length of time
in each shop.
Teaching methods,— The group method of teaching had
V
dominated industrial arts for many years. This method
combined the benefits of class instruction with the advan-
tages obtained from a consideration of individual needs.
Classes v:ere taught in small groups in order to overcome
the difficulty of trying to keep all the pupils progressing
at the same rate. The instruction was broken down into a
series of sequential blocks, each block containing one or
more fundamental elements selected from an analysis of the
teaching units. To provide for individual needs, pupils
1/ Ibid., p, 133.
2/ Ibid., p. 138,
lJ Ibid., p. 138,
4/ Ibid., p. 137.

were allowed to select their own projects from several
proposed by the instructor; this selection being made on
the basis of pupil interests, pupil needs, and the ability
to do the vrork.
Free-activity method .— The free-activity method was
V
used in the "Open Shop" to provide pupils an opportunity
to work individually, in small groups, or as a class. The
pupils worked on projects, hobbies, and crafts that they
selected and planned the procedure of construction that
they were to follow. Individual and group instruction was
used to teach the pupils. The author says that Judd
thought pupils learn much through their failures, while
Fryklund thought pupils should not be expected to select
the things they should be taught because they lacked the
necessary experience needed to do so.
G-eneral shop method .— In the general shop five or
more activities were taught at the same time, eacn
activity being taught at a separate station point in the
shop» The class was divided into small groups and each
group v^as assigned to a station point or activity for a
specific length of time and then rotated through all the
activities, spending a specific length of time in each
1/ Ibid., p. 138-139.
2/ Ibid., p. 139.
2/ Ibid., p. 138.

activity. Each group was usually taught separately with
class instruction being given only when necessary.
Demonstration method.— The demonstration method, the
most common method in use at this time, was considered
a quick effective method of teaching basic skills, manipu-
lative processes, and common knowledge. When giving a
demonstration all the tools and materials to be used in
the lesson were prepared in advance, the procedure to be
followed and the questions to be asked were selected, and
the questions by the pupils were anticipated. The lesson
was presented to the class when most of the pupils in the
class were ready for it. The effectiveness of the lesson
was determined by how well the pupils were able to perform
the processes demonstrated. Pupils sometimes participated
in demonstrations by performJ.ng some of the tool steps and
explaining how parts of the work was done,
2/
The three most common types of demonstrations in
use were: the teacher demonstration, the teacher demon-
stration supplemented by instruction sheets, and the
teacher demonstration with pupil participation. Many
leaders in this field thought that demonstrations did not
allow for individual differences, did not develop pupil
thAnking and reasoning, and did not allow for initiative
1/ Ibid., p. 141.
2/ Ibid., p. 141-142.
t
or art appreciation.
The lecture method .— The lecture method was a
quick method of presenting information to a class, however,
it involved no pupil participation, thinking, or reasoning;
the teacher simply told the class what to do. Sometimes
illustrative materials were used during the lecture to help
clarify parts of the lesson being presented to the class.
The discussion method.-- ^Nhen discussions were held
—57
in shops the whole class was gathered together in one
group and all the pupils participated in discussing a
common problem. The teacher remained in the background
offering suggestions and guiding the discussion in the
proper direction. At the close of the discussion the
results were summed up and a solution to the problem was
arrived at.
Illustration method.-- This method was similar toy
the demonstration method, the essential difference being
that the demonstration method involved the use of real ma-
terials and tools while the illustration method involved
the use of substitutes in the form of models, charts,
pictures, drawings, and the use of the blackboard. When
teaching industrial information and tool processes by this
1/ Ibid., p. 144.
2/ Ibid., p. 145.
3/ Ibid., p. 146-147.

method some teachers used lantern slides, still pictures,
photographs, and films.
Experiment and invention methods ,— A problem was
presented to the class by the teacher and through experi-
mentation and invention the class, with the help of the
teacher, worked out the solution. The pupils participated
in research dealing with controlled and variable factors.
The pro.iect method .— A method that was being widely-
discussed at this time was the project method. The pupil
first selected a worthwhile project with the help of the
teacher and then worked out the procedure to be followed
2/
"
in constructing the project. When the teacher had given
his approval of the planning the pupil went ahead with the
construction of the project under the guidance of the
teacher. When the project was finished it was judged on
the basis of hov/ well it fulfilled the purposes for which
it was planned and the quality of the workmanship. The
author says that the project method stimulated pupil
interest, provided a means for self-reliance, and developed
resourcefulness. The chief objections to this method were:
it reqTiired too much time to complete a project, and it
created the difficulty of trying to supervise many projects
1/ Ibid., p. 147-148.
2/ Ibid., p. 150.
3/ Ibid., p. 150-151.
c
being made at the same time.
Excursion method .— The class made excursions to
industrial establishments, museums, and exhibitions in
the vicinity of the town or city. Each trip was carefully
explained to the class and planned out in advance so that
all the pupils would know what to look for during the trip.
Reports and assignments were completed by the pupils and
were presented to the class at the next class meeting after
the visit. Trips and visits of this sort are an excellent
way of obtaining first hand information about industrial
processes and working conditions; they give the pupils a
true picture of the working world that is impossible to
present by other means. Some of the many difficulties that
arose were transportation problems, interference with the
daily school program, and pupils wasting time by fooling
sind being distracted.
Lesson sheets ,-- Lesson sheets consisted of type-
written sheets, printed sheets, and mimeographed sheets that
were carefully planned out and arranged in a logical way
that could be readily followed by the pupils. They were a
means of providing for individual differences, giving
individual instruction, and supplementing the regular
instruction.
>
1/ Ibid,, p. 152.
2/ Ibid., p. 153.
V<
Jo'o sheets, information sheets, assignment sheets, and
operation sheets v/ere the most common types of lesson sheets
"being used teachers of industrial arts. Most of these
sheets contained a plan of the job or assignment, the steps
to pe follov/ed to complete the assignment, information about
the processes, and several questions to be ansv/ered. These
sheets were a means of supplementing the reg^lar instruction
but not of rei^lacing other teaching methods.
1/
Future trends in industrial arts .-- Stombaugh, in
concluding his study, lists several trends that he feels
will become a regular part of industrial-arts education in
the future. These trends, a result of the study he made,
are listed as follows:
1. Decreasing teacher dictation.
2. Increasing pupil choice of projects and suLject
matter.
3. More opportunity for pupil experimentation.
4. A decreasing of abstract exercises.
5' Decreasing pupil exploration by production vrark.
6. A revolutionary emphasis tov^ard individual
instruction.
7. An expansion and refinement of instructional
devices
.
8. A grovring bond between industrial arts and
academic subjects.

CHAPTER II
DETAILED SUMMARIES OP I/iAJOR STUDIES
Industrial Arts, Its Interpretation in American Schools
Purpose of the study and how it was completed .-^ The
study was completed for the purpose of showing the place
and function of industrial arts in the educational program
of the nations schools and to give the origin and develop-
ment of the concept of industrial arts. To complete the
study, a committee composed of leaders in the field of
industrial arts was organized under the direction of
Maris M. Proffit.
The committee first met to discuss the problems that
were involved in completing the report and in following
meetings outlined, in detail, the work to be done by each
member of the committee. Each member of the committee was
assigned his part of the study to complete and report on.
All the members of the committee submitted their final
reports to the committee to be read, criticized, discussed,
and evaluated, and in light of the suggestions made, the
%D ij Maris M. Proffit, Industrial Arts, Its Interpretation in
American Schools
, U.S. Office of Education, Washington,
D. C, Bulletin No. 34, 1937, 125 p.
-12-

final report was completed. The report gives a general
review of industrial arts and contains several chapters on
industrial arts at the elementary level, junior-high level,
high- school level, higher education, and adult education.
General summary of the report .-- Industrial arts, the
report says, is derived from life itself: "The subject
matter and experiences of industrial arts are derived from
the type of society in which people now find themselves."
Because the materials and techniques of production and
consumption are becoming more involved than ever before,
industrial arts, through exploration by contact with a wide
variety of tools and materials, techniques, various trades
and occupations, and by studying occupational opportunities
and interests, helps to meet the occupational needs of
individuals from early childhood to late adulthood.
' 2/
Through consumer education it helps to develop better
consumers of industrial products.
Industrial arts is well suited to correlation and
integration with the other school subjects. The report
states: "The relationship of industrial arts to many
other areas of the school and its ability to contribute to
these is well known."
3/ Ibid., p. 14.
2/ Ibid., p. 14. 1
3/ Ibid., p. 15.

Units of study rather than jobs are considered better
1/
for teaching Industrial arts, for projects then become
a means to an end rather than an end In themselves. Through
units of study the program Is developed by teacher-pupil
conferences and as a result becomes more functional and
worthwhile to the pupil,
2/
In regard to the use of textbooks the report says:
"Texts and reference materials are more widely used
because the method of Investigation or research becomes
one of the most common to be employed,"
In industrial-arts shops certain laboratory procedures
should be adopted, especially in the secondary schools:
"A personnel organization directed by the shop teacher now
manages the laboratories of industries."
Industrial arts at the junior-high- school level is
i/
largely exploratory and the outcomes of experiences in
this field should be: the development of skills, the de-
velopment of good methods of procedure, the gathering of
information on materials and their sources, and the de-
velopment of good social habits and attitudes. These
experiences, when properly organized and presented, provide
1/ Ibid., p. 15.
2/ Ibid., p. 16.
3/ Ibid,, p. 15.
4/ Ibid., p. 41.
c
excellent opportunities for guidance and exploration. The
1/
report says: "The junior-high school provides a period
of exploration and guidance preliminary to choice of a
career or vocational training."
Safety education, a part of the whole school program,
should be taught in the industrial-arts classes, as the I
report indicates: "The teacher who has developed an ef-
ficient pupil personnel organization in his shop will not
fail to include safety education as one of its important
phases.
"
The .lunior-high- school curriculum .— The junior-high-
school curriculum should be determined by the character-
istics of the boys and girls during this period. It is a
period of guidance and exploration for all.
It is therefore a responsibility of industrial-
arts teachers, through assigned study, class dis-
cussion, visits to industrial plants, shopwork, and
other desirable forms of industrial-arts activities,
to develop in their pupils an intelligent under-
standing of the power age in which we live.
Industrial-arts courses provide information about many
emplojrment opportunities, about industry and its workers,
satisfy the desire to create useful things, develop Interest
in many hobbies, improve consumer knowledge, develop interest
1/ Ibid., p. 41.
2/ Ibid., p. 59.
y Ibid., p. 44.
c
and ability in home-mechanics, offer safety practice, give
opportunity for cooperative effort, and illustrate and
vitalize the academic subjects. In regard to the academic
subjects the author says that industrial arts should be
1/
well correlated with the other school subjects, especially
the social studies.
In the junior-high- school curriculum the industrial
areas that should be explored are : woodworking, printing,
metalworking, graphic arts, electricity, arts and crafts,
foods, ceramics, textiles, drawing and planning, reading,
and design. The areas of plastics and leather craft are
also being taught for enrichment in many schools. In each
area consideration should be given to the tools, naterials,
processes, machines, power, and drawing and design involved^
Some of the common materials that should be used and studied
in each area are ; woods, metals, papers, inks, paints,
lacquers, stains, and any other materials that usually
accompany the use of the above. The author gives reading,
planning, and design as areas of exploration, that they
are areas in themselves is questionable, actually they
should be a part of all the other areas.
1/ Ibid., p. 15.
2/ Ibid., p. 45-46.
3/ Ibid., p. 44.
f1
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Existing shop areas should he broadened so that more
1/
exploration is provided than at present. Woodworking
should include ceramics and leather craft. The graphic
arts should also include etching, linoleum cutting, and
photography. Metal work should be broadened to include
sheet metal, art metal, bench metal, gas and electric
welding, forging, casting, and machine tool work. The
electrical area should be included in the metal area. The
drawing and planning should be taught together.
Drawing is distinctly a part of planning which
should include selection of a project, selecting
or making a design, reading and making a working
drawing, selecting materials and estimating costs,
and developing a practical method of procedure.
The number of areas explored in different grades vary,
some schools rotate classes through foiar or more areas in
grade seven, and permit a choice of areas in grade eight.
Other schools offer printing and woodworking in grade seven,
metal work and electricity in grade eight, and an election
of any one area in grade nine. Drawing was often taught
|
as a separate subject or was carried along as a part of
the planning and design of the projects.
Time allotments and types of shops .-- In junior-high
3/ Ibid., p. 46.
2/ Ibid., p. 47.
3/ Ibid., p. 51.
r
1/
schools time allotments vary considerably, the average
being from 270 minutes per week to 450 minutes per week.
1/
In regard to the period length the report says: "Because
of the time necessarily required to distribute and collect
tools and supDlies, a period shorter than sixty minutes is
not considered economical."
The two most common types of shops in use in the
junior-high schools are unit shops and general shops. The
comprehensive general shop is considered by the author to
be the best solution for small schools. In some large
school systems the general shop provides introductory ex-
periences for pupils before entering the unit shops. The
report says that recent trends are toward the laboratory
i/
type of shop: "Because school shops are used as centers
for exploration and experimentation the term ''laboratory"
is coming into favor with some people."
Junior-high- school teaching methods and aids .— Many
schools give little consideration to seating arrangements
in shops when discussions or demonstrations are given.
Proper facilities should be provided so that the pupils
may be comfortable and attentive and be able to see what
1/ Ibid., p. 112.
2/ Ibid., p. 50.
5/ Ibid., p. 51.
4/ Ibid., p. 51.
€c
1/
is going on. The report states that:
Too often when the instructor calls a class
or group together for demonstrations or discussions,
pupils are found standing, sitting, or clinging to
any convenient equipment in the vicinity of the
speaker.
Teaching aids consist of books, bulletin boards,
pupil notebooks, pupil reports, films, slides, models,
charts, photographs, catalogues, magazines, exhibits,
libraries, and visits to factories and industrial plants.
In regard to the use of books the report says: "Books
have a peculiar significance in industrial-arts shops. They
seldom are used as texts, but as a source of information,
their use as reference material is increasing." The use of
books in this manner indicates a need for a small but
complete library in each shop to be supplemented by the
school library.
Instruction sheets, used as teaching aids, consist of
assignment sheets that outline specific requirements for a
5/
job, operation sheets that provide the instruction for
the tool work and processes, and related information sheets
that provide the "why" of an activity as well as the infor-
m.ation about the different materials used.
1/ Ibid., p. 53.
2/ Ibid., p. 55-56.
3/ Ibid., p. 55.
4/ Ibid., p. 55.

Critical summary of the report *-- The report indicates
very well the place and function of industrial arts at the
junior-high- school level. It points out that industrial
arts should "be broad and exploratory and should not teach
specific trades. To provide this broad exploration a larger
number of industrial areas than is now being taught should
be included in the curriculum. The report does not bring
out the fact that in order to teach such a program more
time will have to be allotted to industrial arts than is
at present.
The report recommends the comprehensive general shop
as being best suited for teaching the broader program. In
such a shop several areas are taught at the same time. It
also gives the average shop program as consisting of four
areas taught in grade seven with a choice of areas in grade
eight in some schools and two areas taught in grade seven,
two taught in grade eight, and a choice of one area in grade
nine in other schools. It is difficult to see how these tv/o
programs can be called broad and general or suitable for a
comprehensive general shop. They are the types of programs
usually found in schools with unit shops or general unit
shops. The report does not outline a good comprehensive
general shop program that is suitable to the type of
industrial arts it recommends. If the industrial-arts
curriculum should be broader and more exploratory and not

specialized; if more time to teach such a program is
needed; then a choice of areas does not seem feasible below
the high-school level.
Teaching industrial arts through units of study rather
than ^obs is a good recommendation, however, the report
should explain what it means by units of study because so
many writers in this field use the term "units" so loosely.
The need for more correlation with the other school subjects
is another good point. There is definitely a need for more
work on this phase of industrial-arts teaching. Another
excellent point brought out is the need for proper seating
facilities in shops when giving demonstrations or having
discussions. This is a need that has seldom been considered
when planning junior-high- school shops.
Other excellent points are: teaching drawing as a
part of the planning and not as a separate subject, the
need for a good reference library in each shop, and the
use of textbooks and other material for reference purposes
only.
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Industrial Arts For Secondary Schools
|j
i
Purpose of the study and how it was completed ,— This
bulletin was completed for the purpose of establishing
policies that might be used as tentative state standards
in industrial arts. It contains tentative curriculums,
material on what to teach, a philosophy, content and method,
and floor plans and shop equipment. The bulletin states
1/
that: "The attempt throughout the bulletin has been to
present a point of view and suggested practices in general
education which will be increasingly attractive and stimu-
lating to boys and girls in an industrial age,"
il
A committee of leading industrial-arts educators in
^
the state of Pennsylvania was appointed to complete the
bulletin. Each member on the committee was assigned to
complete one of the four parts of the final report. The
four parts are: philosophy, content and method, supervision,
and floor plans and necessary equipment. The members of
|
the committee were aided by assistants and industrial-arts
I
teachers throughout the state. Each member of the group
|
presented his final report for approval by the committee
j
and in light of the suggestions made, the final report was
|
accepted and became a part of the bulletin.
'
1/ Lester K. Ade, Industrial Arts For Secondary Schools ,
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, Department of Public In-
^
struction, Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, Bulletin No. 331,
March, 1939, p. 172.

General summary of the bulletin .— In defining the
||
'I
place of industrial-arts in modern education the bulletin
1/
states: "Industrial arts is a curriculum area rather than
a subject or course," This curriculum area has general
values applying to all levels of education, values that are
progressively intensive and cumulative in effect. The
general education of the pupil Is incomplete without an
understanding and appreciation of industry and its workers.
Learning in this area is a result of pupil experiences with
tools, materials, and the study of industrial life. In ^
regard to the junior-high- school level the report says:
"This period is one of exploration and guidance preliminary
j
to a choice of occupational preparation."
j
The content of the industrial-arts curriculum should
be considered as a means to an end rather than an end in
—5/
itself, a content that is ever changing: "The content of
industrial arts expands almost daily with new inventions
and discoveries, new materials and products, and new
problems arising from the effects industry has on society."
Teaching method and content cannot be separated for what
one teaches and the way one teaches are mutually dependent. '
In making an analysis of the industrial-arts program
I
1/ Ibid., p. 8.
2/ Ibid., p. 9.
3/ Ibid., p. 12.
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the whole school should be first considered. The bulletin
1/
states: "But it is first necessary to consider this
,|
problem /content analysi^ from the total-school view- I'
point." Pour different methods of approach are given in
the bulletin. Industrial arts at the junior-high-school
level should be a required subject, a subject that is broad
and exploratory, so that the pupils may find out what they
want to do later in life. The guidance and exploratory
function is of great importance.
1,
It should be borne in mind that the develop- I
ment of manual skills is important, but secondary
to other factors. From the guidance or exploratory
point of view it is just as important for the pupil
to discover that he does not wish to pursue more
advanced courses in industrial arts and vocational-
industrial education as it is for him to find out
he does.
The program given in the bulletin divides industrial arts
into five general areas and outlines many possibilities for
enrichment within each area. Most authors are in agreement
that the majority of basic operations and processes fall
within five general areas.
The author considers the general type of shop as being
best suited for teaching industrial arts at the junior-
high-school level because it provides a variety of
1/ Ibid., p, 17,
2/ Ibid,, p, 78,
3/ Ibid,, p. 103,
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activities in many areas through which the pupils may be
rotated* The average size of the general shop is given as
being 22 feet by 60 feet.
The .lunior-high- school curriculum .— In the bulletin
the industrial-arts curriculum is approached through one
of four methods of approach that take into consideration the
whole school program. These four approaches are designed
to meet most school problems.
A "Major Problem Apnroach" ^ is of value in schools ll
having a core curriculum using, as a basis, major problems
such as housing, city planning, community activities, and
other similar problems. The function of industrial-arts
^
teachers in this approach is to indicate and plan out how
and where industry is pertinent to the problem. In regard
2/
to this approach the bulletin says:
Work in the shop is not necessarily involved.
Instead the industrial arts may take the form of
reading, visiting museums, department stores,
mechanical institutes, or industries; or inter-
viewing persons.
j
A "Broad Industrial-Arts Approach" is used when the
pupil and his needs are the point of orientation with the
industrial-arts experiences available on an extensive basis,
j
These experiences should be available for all. In regard
to this method of approach the author says that it should
1/ Ibid., p. 18. ,
2/ Ibid., p. 19. ||
I
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be broad and exploratory: "There should be no attempt to
make persons 'specialists' in any one area while this
approach is operative." This approach is actually what
|
most authors consider as the real place of industrial arts
at the junior-high-school level.
,|
A "Specialized Industrial-Arts Approach" is used when
pupils are best served by having more extensive training in
one or two industrial areas. The report states: "Pupils
in this category are directed into a variety of experiences
in some one or two areas," If industrial arts should be
exploratory, broad, and general at the junior-high- school
level, as the author has previously stated, then such an
approach should not apply below the high- school level,
|
The "Hobby or Free Activity Approach" is for pupils
with a personal or school problem aside from the regular
school work. In regard to this approach the report says:
"The industrial-arts shop or laboratory may become a 'work
center' for hobbies of the arts and crafts nature." It is
difficult to see how the author can consider this as a
separate approach to the curriculum for such problems are
a part of all programs regardless of what approach is used.
I
The junior-high- school industrial-arts curriculum
|
1/ Ibid., p. 19.
2/ Ibid., p. 19.
1
3/ Ibid., p, 20.
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should cover at least five general areas. These are given
in the bulletin as metals, graphic arts, woods, electrical,
and drawing. Other areas that may be included for en-
richment are ceramics, power and automotives, textiles, and
plastics
•
In the bulletin each general area is broken down into
a course of instruction similar to the one shown here for
the metals area. This area is divided into five major
divisions and these are sub-divided into a number of topics
that mav be enlarged upon by the teacher when planning
1/
his own course.
The Metals Area
A. Historical Background and Importance of the Metals
1. Historical treatment of the basic metals.
2. The development of metal working processes
and their effect on civilization.
3. The inventions of machine tools and their
economic implications.
4. The age of alloys.
5. Nature of the expanding use of metals.
a. Homes.
b. Industry.
c. Communication and transportation.
B. Basic Processes in the Metals Industry
1. Reducing the ore,
a. Smelting.
1/ Ibid., p. 25.
^
b. Electric furnaces.
c. Chemical reduction.
2, Making of steel,
a. Bessimer.
b. Open hearth.
c. Crucible.
d. Electric furnace.
5. Reducing to usable shapes.
a. Rolling.
b. Cold drawing.
c. Extruding.
d. Sand casting.
e. Permanent mould casting.
f. Die casting.
g. Cutting.
4. Fabricating practices,
a. Stamping.
b. Welding.
b-1. Acetylene.
b-2. Electric.
c. Spinning.
d. Riveting.
5. Machine tool operations and processes.
a. Drill press.
b. Engine lathe.
c. Tool grinder.
d. Shaper,
e. Planer.
f . Milling machine.
6. Hand tools, their operations and skills.
7. Metal finishes.
a. Paint, lacquers, and enamels.
b. Electroplating.
c. Etching.
d. Porcelain.

C. Fabricated Products
1. Automotive bodies.
2. Furniture and utensils,
3. Steel homes.
4. Transportation facilities.
a. Bridges.
b. Trains, ships, and airplanes.
c. Electric towers.
D. Administration Areas
1. Bench metalwork.
a. Cold metalwork.
b. Decorative iron work.
2. Sheet metal,
3. Art metal and jewelry.
4. Machine shop.
5. Foundry.
6. Forge.
7. Welding.
8. Heat treatment of steel.
9. Metallurgy.
E. Related Information
1. Occupational information.
a. Working conditions.
b. Wages and hours,
c. Collective bargaining,
d. Employment possibilities,
e. Occupational shifts.

f. Cultural opportunities.
g. Physical requirements including skills,
h. Mental requirements.
2. Consumer values.
a. Evaluating commercial products.
b. Locating pertinent information on metals.
c. Specifications for ordering tools and
metal products.
d. Concern for the conditions under which
products are made and merchandised.
d-1. Sweat shop products.
d-2. Health conditions.
d-3. Forced labor output.
/One or more of the items under each malor heading has
been expanded for purposes of clarityj/
The work in each area centers around the pupils needs
and problems, as the bulletin states: "It may be stated
as a general principle that the integrating factor in the
metals shop, regardless of the number of areas, should be
the pupil's nroblem or project."
In the graphic arts area photoengraving, dupli-
cating, plate making, book binding, related industries,
and print-making methods that include steel and copper
engraving, cutting, etching, lithography, photography, and
commercial processes of mimeography, silk screen, ditto,
hectograph, and stencil, should be taught. In regard to the
graphic arts, the bulletin says:
1/ Ibid., p. 31.
2/ Ibid., p. 21.
3/ Ibid., p. 21.
c
Where graphic arts is provided for boys and
girls on a broad industrial arts basis the work
should be directed so that there are many oppor-
tunities for contacting various graphic arts areas
such as: printing, paper, inks, and binding. Corre-
spondingly, experiences within these areas should
be rich.
Graphic arts, like the other areas, should be correlated
with the other school subjects, as the bulletin states:
"Graphic arts offers many natural openings for relating
experiences to other fields such as: History, English, Art
Mathematics, and Science." This area is divided into many
divisions and analyzed in the same manner as the metals
area.
The drawing area should provide a broad range of many
topics providing opportunities for exploration in many
2/
different kinds of drawing. The bulletin says: "Drawing
is a much broader and more inclusive industrial-arts area
than the so-called 'mechanical drawing' of the traditional
type." This area is divided into the following five parts
A. The basic principles of drawing.
B. Reading and understanding drawings.
C. Freehand sketching.
D. Drawings of different kinds.
E. Duplicating methods.
1/ Ibid., p. 22.
2/ Ibid., p. 36.

The basic principles of drawing are taught first
j
because of a need for this basic knowledge by the pupils
before making working drawings as a part of the planning.
All pupils should be able to read drawings and interpret
them intelligently; to do this different kinds of drawings
such as: architectural, freehand, mechanical, structural,
electrical, furniture plans, graphs, blueprints, maps, and
narrative drawings should be studied and used. Freehand
drawing is considered to be of primary importance because
it is a kind of drawing used by everyone throughout his
or her lifetime. Reading drawings and sketching should
be stressed more than the ability to make neat accurate
drawings, for in this part of the work the pupil gains much
practical experience through designing projects, modifying
||
existing designs, recording information outside the drafting
room, and making use of this information.
Drawings of different kinds means the making of working
drawings, layout exercises, lettering, shape description,
geometric problems, color values, the use of inks, making
developments, and making some special drawings from many
different fields of drawing. The author lists drawing as
|
a separate area; he should emphasize the point that drawing
should be taught as a part of the planning in each area
1/ Ibid., p. 34-35. !
2/ Ibid., p. 35-36.
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and not as a separate subject.
That part of drawing called duplicating methods and
processes should include experiences in ditto, stencil,
ozold, mimeograph, silk screen, block printing, photography,
blueprinting and etching. Regardless of what division of
drawing is being taught, the chief factors are: "The
integrating factors in this newer type of drawing are the
pupils' problems and the problems of daily living,"
The area of woods is chiefly concerned with the
related materials and the background of the area rather than
the manipulative processes. The guidance and exploratory
function of this area is of great importance. This area
is divided into the following divisions:
A. The Significant Uses of Wood and Wood Products
1. Lumbering.
a. Cutting.
b. Logging.
0. Storage and preparation,
d. Marketing.
2. Conservation.
a. Reforestration.
b. Erosion.
c. Flood control.
d. Fire control.
B. Wood Products
1. Food, spices, and cellulose.
1/ Ibid., p. 36.
2/ Ibid., p. 42.
I
i
2. Paper and newsprint,
3. V/aste products,
a. Fiberboard.
b. Insulating materials,
c. Bark for tanning and bottle caps.
d. Veneering and veneer cutting,
e. Laminated woods,
4. Turpentine, rosin, rubber, and varnish.
C, Consumer Knowledge
1, Wood products sold,
2, Construction of products,
3, Different finishes.
4, Upholstery.
5, Design and styles,
D. Manipulative Skills in Carpentry and Woods
The manipulative part of the work is directly related to
carpentry, cablnetmaking, and pattern-making. It provides
opportunity for contact with other activities and occu-
I
patlons closely related to these three trades. This area
should provide an excellent means for such exploration,
A student who carries through a problem of
furniture construction finds himself or herself
in an ideal situation to investigate suitable
woods, to experiment with appropriate finishes
that protect or enhance the beauty of the surface,
to study methods of upholstering, and to become
familiar with furniture styles.
In the electrical area the instruction is based on
the functional uses of electricity as an exploratory means
1/ Ibid,, p, 43,
t
without stressing the wiring and theory of electricity as
do so many electrical courses: "In other words, the
electrical area in industrial arts should not teach e-
lectricity, but the electrical industry and the relation of
the industry to society and the individual." The study of
wiring and theory is carried out only as an outgrowth of
the various problems that are completed. The electrical
area is divided as follows:
A. Generation of electricity.
B. Transmission and distribution.
C. Heat.
D. Light.
E. Power.
F. Cominuni cation.
In regard to the projects made in this area the report
says: "The nucleus around which evolve all the activities
of the electrical area and from which evolve all the con-
comitant social-economic learning values is the problem or
project upon which the student is engaged." Some typical
projects are toy motors, soldering irons, lamps, toasters,
and radios.
In the ceramics area projects involving manipulative
1/ Ibid., p. 39.
2/ Ibid., p. 40.
3/ Ibid., p. 42-43.

work in pottery, tableware, and tiles are made. Design is
an essential element in each project. The ceramics area is
divided as follows:
A. Clay products,
B. Glass products.
C. Enameled metal.
D. Cement, limes, and plaster.
E. A study of consumer products and manufacture.
In regard to including ceramics in the program the
1/
bulletin says: "Because of its expressional, exploratory,
and consumer-education possibilities ceramics cannot be
justifiably overlooked in planning an industrial-arts
program.
"
Time allotments .-- The time allotments vary throughout
the country from two to five periods per week, or from
180 minutes to 250 minutes per week in grade seven, from
175 minutes to 253 minutes per week in grade eight, and from
136 minutes to 315 minutes per week in grade nine. In
regard to the length of the class period the bulletin
says: "Class meetings of less than fifty-five or sixty
minutes provide more time for actual instruction if they
are doubled, one following the other immediately."
1/ Ibid., p. 44.
2/ Ibid., p. 92.
3/ Ibid., p. 92.
f
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The time allotments given in the bulletin are about the
same as average practice.
Junior-high- school teaching methods .-- Problem- solving
does not lend itself readily to formalized procedures.
Problem- solving is not a haphazard affair,
||
but the elements of analyzing the situation to
see where the problem lies, of gathering infor-
mation, and of coming to conclusions or finishing
a product demand flexibility that formalized pro- ,'
cedures do not permit.
Certain abilities in connection with the solving of problems
||
require direction and practice; the teacher must see that
the pupil's "intelligence" is operating and that thinking
takes place when this is being given. The pupil partici-
pates in the selection and planning of much of the work, in
securing the necessary information, and assumes the re-
sponsibility for the successful completion of the project.
2/
The bulletin states that; "Emphasis shifts from the
j
project to the pupil."
i
Demonstration method .-- Pupils learn how to do most
of the manipulative operations and processes by watching
someone else, usually the teacher, perform them. Eow much
they learn depends on how well the teacher plans and "
presents the demonstration to the class and the degree
I
1/ Ibid., p. 46.
2/ Ibid., p. 51.
3^Ibid., p. 67. I

of concentration by the pupils
It is also a fact thst pupils are able to
learn a nevr skill much more rapidly if the person
v:ho is teaching the skill stops to analyze each
step as he performs it, drav/s an occasional diagram
to show the why and how of some particular part
that is not clear, tells aoout each operation
briefly as it is performed, uses language that the
learners understand, and finally leaves his drawings
and notes on the blackboard or elsev/here where they
may be referred to again by the student to refresh
his memory or to clear up some particular point
after the exact v;ords and demonstration of the
teacher have been forgotten.
Teaching aids and devices * The most common types of
instruction sheets being used in shops are information
sheets, oDeration sheets, and assignment sheets. In regard
1/
to their use the bulletin says: "The use of instruction
sheets should never be carried to a point v/here more ef-
fective methods of instruction are excluded."
Operation sheets are designed to give definite in-
struction on the oerformance of one operational unit that
is an essential part of a job. Information sheets are
concerned with those items of information that are of value
and interest to the Duoils. Assignment sheets are for
specific problems, as the bulletin states: "They are used
in the study of specific problems and are designed to direct
the reading, observation, and the thoughts of the students."
l/ Ibid., p.
2/ Ibid., p. 67.
^ Ibid., p. 57.
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Exhibits are held In schools or in store windows and
display cases. Pupils demonstrate processes to parents ,
or other groups. Trips and visits, made to places outside I
the school, should be preceded by an intelligent preview
1/
and concluded by a lively discussion. The bulletin says:
"The success of a trip outside the school building depends
upon preliminary planning and subsequent evaluation."
Industrial-arts shops should have reference libraries
for pupil planning and research: "No industrial-arts
laboratory is considered complete without a library of
references relating to the various areas represented."
Such a library should contain miniatures, working models,
displays, charts, exhibits, trade publications, shop maga-
zines, books, handbooks, catalogs, and visual aids or
j
motion picture equipment for the projection of films and
other aids.
Critical summary of the report .-- The author presents
the industrial-arts curriculum through its exploratory and
informational values, thus the manipulative work and the
project becomes a secondary function. This is an excellent
approach and represents a decided change from the past.
Even today, many authors place the main emphasis on the
y Ibid., p. 62.
2/ Ibid., p. 57.

projects and processes. Although the author says little
about teaching method, the program that he has outlined in
this report should be presented to the pupils through a
series of units. As outlined, the program would lend itself
very well to doing this.
The point that industrial arts is a curriculum area
rather than a subject is well made; the word "subject" is
much too narrox^ for designating such a broad field of
education. Of the four methods of approach, the "Broad
Industrial Arts Approach" is best suited for the junior-
high- school level. The other methods do not provide the
broad exploratory experiences in many industrial areas so
essential to industrial arts at this level.
The report is in agreement with other studies that the
five general areas of woods, metals, electricity, graphic
arts, and dre.wing include most of the operations and
processes common to many industries; that other areas may
be added for enrichment. Each of these areas has been well
analyzed into major divisions and sub-divisions that will
provide the teacher with an excellent basis to build his
units around. In his analysis of the drawing area the
author has outlined a general drawing program that has been
needed for some time. The common type of drav/ing that has
been taught for years in industrial arts has been v/hat is
c
called "mechanical drawing", a form of drawing that is
obviously not broad and general in nature and does not
provide the general knowledge of this area that is needed.
The author might have pointed out that this kind of general
drawing should be taught as a part of the planning in each
area, not as a separate area in itself. Some of the related
duplicating processes, a part of the general drawing, are
also taught in the graphic arts area and therefore should
be dropped from the drawing area.
The program outlined in this study is designed for a
general shop, the type of shop considered to be best suited
for teaching industrial arts at the junior-high- school level.
The author points out the need for careful correlation with
the other school subjects, a need recognized by many writers
in this field.
The average amount of time, two to five periods per
week, is allowed for teaching this program, the period being
60 minutes long. The report recommends that there should
be double periods when the period length is less than 60
minutes. In regard to teaching methods, the study gives
some excellent points on the use of the blackboard when
giving demonstrations. The study, as do many others, says
that a reference library for carrying out planning and re-
search work is necessary in each school shop.

Industrial Arts Handbook
Purpose of the handbook and how It was completed .— The
handbook was completed for the purpose of presenting materi-
als for use by industrial-arts teachers and administrators
in the state of Missouri. The material is to be used for
the planning, unifying, teaching, and promoting and improv-
ing of instruction in the field of industrial arts.
A committee of leaders in industrial arts was appointed
by the state superintendent to complete the handbook. The
committee first drew up a plan of procedure and then out-
lined the essential features of the final report. Each
member was then assigned a section of the report to complete
and submit for final approval. Through a series of group
meetings with industrial-arts teachers throughout the state,
each part of the report was completed and submitted to the
committee for final criticism. When approved, each section
became a part of the handbook. The handbook contains the
following four sections:
1. The Philosophy and Objectives
2. Organization and Administration
3. Subject Matter and Method
4. Shop Planning and Equipment
1/ Roy Scantlin, Industrial Arts Handbook , Mid-state
Printing Company, Jefferson City, Missouri, Bulletin
No., 7 B, 1945, 152 p.
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General summary of the handbook *"- Junior-high- school
industrial arts has a definite program providing a wide
variety of experiences in many fields through the careful
and thoughtful organization of its subject matter. The
1/
handbook states that:
We must not loose sight of the fact that the
industrial arts are an integral part of general
education and that they have a subject matter no
less definite and specific than the number combi-
nations and procedures of arithmetic.
During this junior-high-school period we must give attention
to the development of habits and attitudes with an in-
creasing emphasis on skills, planning, and the development
of interests in industry and its products.
In planning the industrial-arts program we must first
decide on suitable objectives, as the handbook states:
"The point of departure in planning an industrial-arts
program should be a clear understanding of the objectives to
be attained." The final program, worked out in light of the
4/
objectives, involves the three problems of selection of
subject-matter experiences, the organization of these ex-
periences, and the presentation of them to the students.
The report says that the type of program best suited to meet
1/ Ibid., p. 13.
2/ Ibid., p. 13.
3/ Ibid., p. 33.
4/ Ibid., p. 45.
r
the needs of junior—high- school pupils" should be broad
and general.
If it is primarily for the junior-high- school
pupils, it should be broad and general rather than
specialized. It should provide manipulative ac-
tivity of a rather simple type and emphasize the
development of understanding, appreciation, interests,
and good habits of work. The equipment should be
rather small and largely of the hand tool type.
The program consists of four or more general areas,
each area being divided into learning units. From the list
of learning units, those contributing the most value to the
students and the attainment of the objectives, are selected.
These learning units, when properly organized in an orderly
manner, with appropriate instructional materials become the
teachers basic course of study. Projects are usually used
to teach the manipulative part of the instruction, as the
handbook states: "In general, the manipulative units
can best be taught through a series of projects or jobs,
the doing of which involves their use." Projects in turn
involve the selection of reference materials, the selection
of good projects, the organization of the processes used
in their construction, and the preparation of informational
assignments.
Safety education should be taught as a regular part
1/ Ibid., p. 33»
2/ Ibid., p. 63.
i
1/
of the shop program. The handbook states: "There is no
place in the entire school system where a definite program
of safety education can be more effectively organized and
administered than in the school shop,"
The type of shop best suited for teaching industrial
arts at the junior-high-school level is the composite
general shop. This shop should have a carefully planned
pupil personnel organization to take care of the routine
duties incidental to teaching and thus provide more time for
the teacher to give individual instruction.
The .junior-high- school curriculum.-- When planning the
junior-high- school curriculum suitable objectives should
first be decided upon. When this has been done a program of
instruction, worked out in light of the objectives, can be
formulated. In the handbook the program of instruction is
worked out in the following three steps:
1. The selection and arrangement of specific
subject matter experiences in the form of
learning units.
2. The organization of these learning units
so that students will be interested in
acquiring them.
3. Presenting these learning units in such a
way that they will be efficiently acquired
and properly interpreted.
3/ Ibid., p. 41.
2/ Ibid., p. 28.
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In step one each general area is analyzed into as many
learning units as possible. These learning units are then
separated under the two headings of manipulative units and
no n-manipulative units. From these tv/o lists of learning
units those contributing the most value to the students and
to the attainment of the objectives are selected and placed
in order of frequency and importance rather than in the
order of difficulty. In the final step the tv;o lists of
learning units are supplemented by teaching materials, aids,
and projects. This final material becomes the basic cour-se
of instruction used by the teacher.
Some examples of learning units, selected at random
1/
from the handbook, are given below:
Things You Should Be Able Things You Should Know
To Do (Manipulative) (Non-manipulative)
1. Read a v/orking drawing. 1. Hovr to interpret a simple
working dravdng.
16. Solder tin, copper, and 13 . Different kinds of fluxes
galvanized iron. and their uses.
63. Read a wiring diagram 9. Kinds of dravJings used in
for electrical work. industry and their
purposes.
74. Proceed properly in 43. Methods of cutting and
squaring a board. the manufacture of
lumber products.
The genera-l areas taught in this program in the com-
posite general shop are given as drawing and planning taught
1/ Ibid., p. 47.

in connection with shop problems, woodworking, electrical
work, and metal work to include hot and cold metals. In the
major-area general shops (unit shops) the areas of metals,
general woods, and general drawing are taught. Each pupil
is given experiences in all the areas. The program for !
the unit shops does not have enough areas to be called broad
and general, with only three areas this program would be very
specialized and therefore would not meet the objectives of
industrial arts at the junior-high-school level.
When the teacher has prepared his course from the list
of learning units he should then construct a select set of
good projects to be used as a basis for pupil selection of
projects, as basic projects, and as a means for suggestions
for the pupil's own projects. The handbook states: "Shop
projects are the objects around which the student's planning
investigation, manipulation, and evaluation center. As
such, they are the chief teaching devices used in the shop."
Each student should be encouraged to select his own project,
plan his procedure, complete the work, and evaluate it in
terms of the basic projects. All projects should meet the
following standards:
3/ Ibid., p. 28.
2/ Ibid., p. 63.
3/ Ibid., p. 63-64.
1
1. They should contain some of the learning
units it is desired to teach.
2, They should be simple enough to be within
the pupils capacity and yet difficult
enough to require resourcefulness in
planning and doing the work,
3, They should be of such a nature that they
can be handled readily under school con-
ditions.
4, They should embody good design and have
intrinsic value in the community when
finished.
5. They should be completed within a reasonable
length of time to retain pupil interest.
6. They should be worthwhile to the pupil and
lead to other desirable Interests.
The teacher should complete a set of working drawings
for each project, analyze each project in terms of the
learning units involved, make a check list for checking
progress as each project is being made, make a bill of
materials, and complete at least one informational assign-
ment for each project. The handbook states: "ViHiere satis-
factory instruction cannot be had in books, the teacher
should prepare an instruction sheet covering the unit, or
indicate that it is to be covered through a demonstration."
The informational assignments should be selected by the
pupils from a list of several assignments related to the
work being done. A list of references should be given to
each student to be used as a source of information
1/ Ibid., p. 63.
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when completing his assignment. In regard to informational
1/
assignments the handbook states:
Many of the informational units may well he \
taught in connection with the projects where i
planning and the application of factual materials
are involved. Others may he more advantageously
taught as separate assignments.
Time allotments and types of shops .— The time al-^
lotments for the Missouri schools vary from five single
periods per week to three double periods per week, each I
period being sixty minutes long. One unit of credit is
j
I
allowed for two semesters per year.
Several different types of shops are used in junior-
high schools.
In current practice we have three rather
distinct types of industrial-art shops. These
are (1) the composite general shop, (2) the general
shop in a major area (sometimes called a general
unit shop), and (3) the unit shop.
The composite general shop is a shop in which many areas are
taught at the same time. The different areas are selected
on the basis of pupil needs, interests, and educational
value of the industrial areas. This type of shop is best
1/
suited for the junior-high school.
1/ Ibid., p. 63.
2/ Ibid., p. 32.
3/ Ibid., p. 27.
4/ Ibid., p. 28.
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The general shop in a major area Is a type of shop
being used more at the present time than any other type.
It represents a compromise between the unit shop of the '
past and the general shop of today. Only one general area
1/
is taught in this type of shop. The handbook states that:
||
"While this type of shop is more limited in scope than
the composite general shop, it provides a higher degree of
specialization and is somewhat easier to organize and ad-
minister." i
The unit shop is a type of shop offering opportunity
for greater specialization than any other type of shop.
Unit shops are primarily for trade instruction and as such
are not suitable for industrial arts: "The outstanding
disadvantage of this type of shop as an industrial-arts
activity is its limited scope." Unit shops give special-
ized instruction in one narrow area only.
|
Junior-high- school teaching methods and aids .— Oral
instruction combined with the demonstration is effective
and appealing to the students, however, it requires less
energy and effort on the part of the pupils and more effort
and responsibility on the part of the teacher. In regard
to the use and value of oral instruction in the shop, the
1/ Ibid., p. 29.
2/ Ibid., p. 29.
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1/
handbook says: "Its greatest value lies in its use in
giving brief or general instructions vrhich need not be
highly accurate and which v/ill not have to be repeated."
Most authors call this the lecture method-
Demonstration method.-- The demonstration method is an
objective method of teaching manipulative Drocesses. The
handbook states that: "The demonstration when properly
planned and conducted, is one of the most effective teaching
devices available to the industrial-arts teacher." The
three most common types of demonstrations given are the
large group demonstration, small group demonstration, and
the individual demonstration. Actually these three types
of demonstrations are identical and not different, the only
difference is in the number of persons that are present at
each demonstration; the type does not change in any way.
All demonstrations should be carefully prepared in advance,
should be presented v/hen the need arises, should be given
in a proper setting, and should have definite objectives.
The lesson demonstrated should be applied immediately after
it is given and should have a careful follow-up as a check
on how well the lesson has been learned.
Visual, aids.-- In industrial arts visual aids have
proved to be of real value to both teachers and pupils in
1/ Ibid., p. 79.
2/ Ibid., po 30.
Boston
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presenting industrial information and processes that would
be difficult to show otherwise. The handbook states that:
"They have provided opportunity for students to observe
demonstrations, to use drawings and blueprints, and to see
and handle tools and materials." Some of the different
visual aids available to industrial-arts teachers are motion
pictures, film strips, lantern slides, reflectoscopes, maps,
posters, charts, graphs, exhibits, and museums.
Field trips .— Field trips give pupils an opportunity
to observe first hand what is going on in Industry and in
the community. They consist of visits to industrial plants,
to places of interest, and to museums. In regard to the
conducting of field trips the handbook says: "in order for
field trips to be educationally worthwhile, they must be
carefully planned. The class should feel that the trip is
not a picnic, but a part of their regular work."
When the class goes on a field trip the pupils should
be required to gather information on the history of the
plant, the raw materials used, the processes involved, the
products made, the equipment and power used, the workers and
working conditions, and the trades represented in the plant.
After the class has returned to school the pupils, at the
1/ Ibid., p. 82.
2/ Ibid., p. 83.
3/ Ibid., p. 83.
tI
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next class meeting, should present their various reports to
the class and a discussion on the visit should be held. The
report says: "At the next regular meeting of the class the '
trip should be discussed, giving the students an opportunity
to compare notes, to report on their special assignments, and
to summarize the conclusions of the trip." i
Instruction sheets.-- Four kinds of instruction sheets
2/
are given in the handbook, these are information sheets
that give factual materials concerning a topic or learning
unit, operation sheets that tell and illustrate how to
perform operations and processes related to a project or job,
job sheets that give the necessary information needed for a
specific job, and assignment sheets that give the students
work to do beyond their regular classroom work requiring
reading, research, problem- solving, reports, and other means
of study necessary for their completion.
Instruction sheets should be used to supplement the
class instruction and aid the teacher in carrying out his
work; they should never be used to replace regular teaching
methods.
Critical summary of the report .— This report places
the emphasis on the project and the manipulative processes
]/ Ibid., p. 84.
2/ Ibid., p. 80.
j
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rather than the informational values of the area; such an
approach is probably the most common one in use. It is
usually taught by the project method. The trend today
seems to be toward emphasizing the informational and ex-
ploratory vsilues of the areas taught. In such a program
the projects become a means to an end rather than an end
in themselves. Units are being used to teach such a
program by many teachers in this field.
Like the other studies, this study says that -^unior-
M^fe^echool industrial arts should be broad and exploratory
and should not teach specific trades. The study emphasizes
the development of the curriculum in terms of specific aims
and objectives clearly understood by all. It recommends
the four common areas of v/oodv/orking, sheet metal, dravjing
and planning, and electrical work for general shops, and the
8.reas of woods, metals, and drawing for general unit shops.
The number of areas given would not provide too broad an
exploration, especially in the general unit shops.
The analysis of each area in terms of manipulative a^nd
non-manipulative learning units to provide a basis for the
instructor in developing his own course is excellent. As
the author states, the project is the best means for the
teaching of manipulative skills, however the informational
part of the area could be taught much better as a part of
a unit involving projects and informational assignments.
Ii
The preparation and use of the projects as a part of
the Instruction is well worked out, as is the informational
assignment. The time allotments conform with average
practice, and the type of shop, the composite general shop,
is the type recommended by most authors as being best for
the junior-high school.
What the author calls oral instruction is usually known
as the lecture or lecture method. Some excellent points are
made in regard to the use of demonstrations, visual aids,
and field trips. The four common types of instruction
sheets are described and the point that they should never
replace regular teaching methods is well made.
\
CHAPTER III
A SUMMARY OF SELECTED ARTICLES IN PROFESSIONAL JOURNALS
The Organization of the Chapter
Content and organization of the chapter «— Chapter III
contains 38 different articles that were considered as being
of value to this study "but were not included in chapter II.
The various articles were v/r-itten by leaders in the field,
professors, superintendents, principsJLs, and teachers of
industrial arts in different parts of the country. Most of
the articles describe the industrial-arts curriculums in
junior-high schools and were published in magazines and
journals
.
The material from the various articles has been ar-
ranged in order of years vrhenever possible. This material
has been divided into four sections vjith headings similar
to those used in chapter II. The four sections are:
1. Industrial-Art 3 Curriculum Areas
2. Courses of Study for the Different Areas
3. Types of Shops and Time Allotments
4. Teaching Methods
At the end of each section a summary has been made of the
content of that portion of the chapter.
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Industrial-Arts Curriculum Areas
Areas taught in different school So— In the general
1/
shop at Barton, Maryland," four different areas are taught,
these are "bench metal, sheet metal, woodworking, and e-
lectricity. In a clsss of 25 boys 16 will be vjorking in the
general shop in groups of four to an area and the rest v^ill
be working in the planning room. In the planning room four
boys will work on drawings while the rest v;ork on models or
assignments. One good point about this program is that the
drav7ing is taught as a part of the planning and not as a
separate area.
Zeller, v.Titing about the industrial-arts program at
2/
Catonsville, Maryland, says that in a combination junior-
senior high school the junior-high- school program teaches
the areas of dravdng, sheet metal, cold metal, woodworking,
electricity, and forging. The boys spend six weeks in each
area and are rotated through all the areas in small groups.
Each area has a prescribed course of study that includes as
much technical and related information as possible along
with a variety of projects. The six areas are taught in
l/ ArthiAT A. Dick, "Organization of Related Subjects",
Industrial Arts and Vocational Education (March, 1937)
26:
2/ Elmer K. Zeller, "Industrial Arts at Catonsville,
Maryland", Industrial Arts a-nd Vocational Education
(March, 1937) 26: 85-B5.
1
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three general shops. Some of these aree.s could be combined
into one area; sheet metal, cold metal, and forging are all
parts of the metals srea»
In outlining a Junior-high- school curriculum for in-
1/
dustrial arts, Sotzin gives the different areas that are
to be taught as; vioodworking, metalwork, electricity, com-
munication and transportation, graphic arts, ceramics,
textiles, and agriculture o A sampling of each area should
be given to all the students. This is an excellent ex-
ploratory program for junior-high schools.
2/
Struck in his book says that junior-high- school
industrial arts, to be of real worth, should be as broad
and general as possible and not limited to a few industrial
experiences and still be consistent with good teaching.
Most industrial-arts curriculums have several areas of
3/
instruction, the most common of these being vraodworking,
general drawing, general metalv/ork, general electricity, and
sometimes crafts. Other common areas are concrete work,
printing, home-mechanics, photography, ceramics, and hobbies.
Each area should be as broad as possible to give the pupils
a good general knowledge and exploration of many industries.
l/ K. A. Sotzin, "The Industrial-Arts Curriculum", Education
(November, 1937) 58: 153-155.
2/ Theodore F. Struck, Creative Teaching , John V/iley and
Sons Inc., New York City, New York, 1938, 615 P-
3/ Struck, Ibid., p. 461-466,
4
At International Falls, Minnesota, the junior-high-
1/
school program teaches the areas of general mechanics,
elementary electricity, v.'oodworking, and drafting. A gener-
al shop and planning room are used to teach industrial arts.
2/
At Hammond, Indiana, the areas of vjoodvrorking, drs.wing,
metalv/ork, electricity, and printing are taught in several
unit shops. This program is about the same s.s the average
unit shop program usually found in large cities,
3/
Moore, in outlining trends in industrial arts, says
that the areas taught should "be broad and general. Woodvrork
should include finishing, home construction, cabinet work,
v7ood carving, hobbies, and more study about industry and its
methods. G-eneral metals should include bench metal, forge,
foundry, sheet metal, spinning, novelty metal, simple
machine-shop practice, heat treating, and Yielding. In the
drav/ing area the trend is to become broader, a trend toward
general drav/ing that includes mechanical drawing, pictorial
dravjing, blueprint reading, interpretation, and pls.nning.
l/ v.'ayne M. Judy and Oscar sontag, "Industrial Arts in a
New Junior High School", Industrial Arts and Vocational
Education (March, 1939) 28: 113-114.
2/ Joy H. v;ood and M.L. Mullins, "practical Arts for the
Junior High Schools", Industrial Arts and Vocational
Education (March, 19391 28: 129-130.
3/ Frank C. Moore, "Trends in Industrial Arts Education",
Industrial Arts and Vocational Education (April, 1939)
28: 138-139.
cI
In the printing area bookbinding, graphic arts, paper-
making, and printing should be taught in a graphic arts type
of laboratory. What the author probably means, or should
say, is that these processes should be taught in a graphic
arts section of an industrial-arts laboratory. In the e-
lectrlcal area the trend is toward general electricity with
the emphasis being placed on the making of projects based
on the fundamentals of electricity. Most authors agree with
Moore in regard to the areas becoming broader and including
more processes than at present. These trends indicate a
general change of emphasis in industrial arts from basic
processes and operations to a general understanding of many
industrial fields stressing their informational values rather
than their manipulative processes.
Rose and Van Duzee, in planning a comprehensive unit
1/
course for the West Allis, Wisconsin, junior-high schools,
gives the areas to be taught as duplicating and general
drawing for grade seven, general woods and general electrici-
ty for grade eight, and general metals for grade nine. In
the duplicating area ditto, printing, block printing, and
reproducing processes are all taught at the same time.
General woods provides experiences in the study of woods and
the changes that can be made in them with tools, finishes,
_l/ Homer C. Rose and Roy R. Van Duzee, "Planning and
Equipping An Industrial Arts Department", Industrial Arts
and Vocational Education (November, 1939) 28: 349-354.
rc
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processes, and machines. The different areas are taught in
two general shops, each shop teaching one area each half
year or two areas per year for each grade. Teaching the
area in this manner constitutes a mis-use of the general
shop. Instead of using it to teach several general areas
at the same time it is being used as a general unit shop
where only one general area is taught at a time.
Roden, in writing about the industrial-arts program,
says that: "A satisfactory industrial-arts program will
represent a careful selection of content from as many major
industrial areas as is feasible." These areas should be
significant from the standpoint of numbers employed in the
occupation and the variety of tools and materials used. In
recent years the industrial-arts areas most favored in the
junior-high schools are metals, woods, electricity, and
printing or what is called graphic arts. Other areas that
are gaining in popularity are textiles and ceramics. The
larger schools offer the total content in two general shops
while the smaller schools usually have one general shop.
Roden, for some reason, does not include general drawing as
one of the major areas, perhaps he considers it as a part of
each area rather than an area in Itself. He also does not
Include the areas of plastics and agriculture.
3/ Edward M. Roden, "Criteria of an Adequate Program",
Phi Delta Kappan (January, 1940) 238-240.
I
.r
1/
Lush, in his article about the multiple shop, says:
"A modern program of industrial sjrts in the junior-high
school consists of broad general courses (usually required)
offering experiences in four or five diversified major
2/
fields." InEricson's book the common areas are drawing,
woodvrorking, electricity, metalvrork, printing, and home-
mechanics.
Groneman, witing about the Texas junior-high schools,
~
says that the areas taught are planning, woods, metal,
leather, and graphic arts in grade seven and olanning, woods,
y
metals, and electricity in grade eight. Pawelek gives the
areas of woodworking, sheet metal, bench metal, metalcraft,
and electricity in his course. The class is split into five
groups and rotated through all the areas. Each group makes
at least two assigned projects in each area. This course
is rather narrow and actually has only the three areas of
woods, metals, and electricity*
Bricker, in outlining an industrial-arts program for
1/ Charles K. Lush, "The Multiple Shop Concept", Industrial
Arts and Vocational Education (March, 1940) 29: 85- B6.
2/ Emanuel E» Eric son. Teaching Problems in Industrial Arts ,
The Manual Arts Press, Peoria, Illinois, 1940, p. 433«
2/ Chris K. Groneman, "Values of Industrial-Arts Education
in the Texas Junior High School", Industrial Arts and
Vocational Education (October, 19437) 3O: 312-313.
i/ Alan B. Pav^elek, "Outline of a General Shop Course",
Industrial Arts and Vocational Education (September, 1943)
32: 283-284.
cf
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a junior-high school, gives the different areas taught as
general woods, graphic techniques, general metals, general
powers, general crafts, and general ceramics. Each area is
as broad as possible in scope. Graphic techniques include
general drawing, duplicating, special drawing, and printing.
In the woods area, bench woodworking, machine woodworking,
and general finishing are taught. The general metals area
includes cold metals, hot metals, and foundry work. In the
area of general powers electricity and communications are
the two fields covered. General crafts will include weaving,
leather work, book and paper making, and home-mechanics.
The area of general ceramics will include glue, plaster,
moulding, concrete, terrazzo, glass, pottery, and tile.
This program is one of the best general shop programs for
the junior-high- school level that is outlined in this part
of the study.
An exploratory course by Collar has the areas of
woodworking, electricity, metalwork, and printing. This
course was designed for unit shops. Such a course is not
broad enough for a junior-high school. Williams, in his
1/ Arthur D, Bricker, "The Development of an Industrial Arts
Program", Industrial Arts and Vocational Education (March,
1944) 33: 107-113,
2/ Tilden Collar, "Industrial Arts Course in General
Electricity for the Junior High School", Industrial Arts
and Vocational Education (March, 1944) 33: 113-116.
<
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article on the general shop curriculum, says:
In harmony with the broad objectives of
industrial arts, educators are vrell agreed that
initial courses of junior high level should be
exploratory in content and that they should
deal with a variety of processes and materials.
He gives the areas taught in this shop as woodv/orking, metal
work, dra'.\^ing, printing, leather craft, plastics, and
finishing. The pupils are rotated through s.ll the areas
in small groups.
Forsea, discussing a survey of 129 different schools
west of the Mississippi, says that of these schools 79
percent were junior-high schools. The most common areas,
in order of frequency, were woodworking, mechanical dravring,
wood finishing, sheet metal, and electricity. One-half of
the schools offered bench metal, cut metal, and home-
mechanics. One-third of the schools offered forging, iron
work, machine-shop practice, carpentry, v/elding, and leather
craft. One- fourth of the schools offered a. course in
pla.stics. In 72 percent of the schools group rotation of
pupils v;ere used while the remainder used individual, ro-
tation. Pupils spent from six to nine weeks in each area.
1/ Amos G. V.'illiams, "Building a G-eneral-3hop Curriculum".
Industrial Arts and Vocational Education (October, 19^4)
33: 3U7-309.
2/ Harold L. Forsea, "More About The General Shop",
Industrial Arts and Vocational Education (liarch, 1945)
34: 102-105.
k
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Moore, writing about the Cleveland Junior-high schools,
says that the industrial-arts curriculum contains the areas
of general woodworking, general drawing, general metalwork,
and graphic arts. These areas have been chosen because of
their contributions towards the aims and objectives of the
field. In general drawing less time will be spent on the
instrumentation and more time will be spent on interpretation
and sketching. Blueprint reading will be stressed.
In the Norwalk, Connecticut, schools a survey of the
industrial-arts work was made for the purpose of expanding
the curriculum and bringing it up to date. In the three
junior-high schools the basic areas taught are planning,
woodworking, metalwork, electrical work, graphic arts,
transportation, ceramics, and textiles. The area will be
taught in one-man general shops. This is an excellent broad
exploratory program covering many general areas.
The planning area includes drafting, general drawing,
blueprint reading, and related drawing. As a part of this
area the planning of the actual projects will be carried
out. In the woodworking area cabinet work, carpentry,
concrete work, home-mechanics, model making, plastics, and
1/ Prank C, Moore, "industrial Arts in the Cleveland Public
Schools", Education (June, 1945) 65: 609-613,
2/ Wesley G. Ketchum, "An Industrial Arts Expansion Program",
Industrial Arts and Vocational Education (March, 1946)
35: 109-110.
I
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wood finishing will be taught. In the metal working area
experiences in sheet metal, art metal, ornamental iron work,
plumbing, foundry, and machine-shop practice will be given.
In the electrical area chemistry, signal work, light wiring,
testing, repairing, and magnetism will be taught. Graphic
arts will include composition, imposition, press work, silk
screen, block cutting, bindery, and photography. Transpor-
tation will include steam, automotive, aircraft, and marine
travel. In the ceramics area cement and concrete, glass and |
rubber, and clay will be used. Textiles will include many ^
forms of weaving, hooking, braiding, knitting, tying, and
basketry. Each of these areas include many well related
activities covering a number of industrial fields. Such a
program is ideal for a general shop.
Love, writing about the industrial-arts program at
Stockton, California, says that in the junior-high schools
the courses taught are designed to function as an integral
part of general education. In grade seven and eight wood-
working, general metals, printing and bookbinding, mechanical
drawing, electricity, and internal combustion engines are
the areas studied. In grade nine students elect the areas
desired. Pupils are rotated in small groups through all the
areas. This program is taught in several unit shops.
1/ Floyd R. Love, "Plans For Setting Up Vocational and
Industrial Arts Courses", Industrial Arts and Vocational
Education (March. 1947) 36: 103-104.
0
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This program is more vocational than it is industrial arts,
especially at the ninth grade level where pupils specialize
jj
in one or two areas,
Liotta, writing about the creative laboratory, says
that the areas taught in this type of shop are art metal,
book binding, jewelry, leathercraft, lapidary work, pottery,
'!
weaving, woodworking, photography, and planning. These
areas are more of the arts and crafts type rather than of
general industry and would not provide as broad an explor-
ation as would the more general areas.
Critical summary of the section .-- When the different
programs of this section are analyzed it is evident that
^
most of the authors believe that industrial arts at the
junior-high- school level should be broad and exploratory, l|
and should provide experiences in many industrial areas.
Many of the programs outlined are excellent, are well
planned, and are carefully worked out with the above aim
in mind. However, several of them are not adequate enough
to meet this objective, '
Most of the authors agree that the common areas should
be general woods, general metals, graphic arts, general
powers, and general drawing. These general terms are used
3/ Ferdinand V. Liotta, "The Creative Laboratory or
Handicraft Shop", Industrial Arts and Vocational Education
(March, 1947) 36: 106-112.
^
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to designate each area "because they are broader in meaning
than the terms commonly used, such as: woodworking, sheet
metal, printing, electricity, and mechanical drawing. The
constant use of narrow terms to designate broad areas i
indicates a need for definite adequate terms for defining
each area. Other areas included for enrichment are ceramics-
i
I
I
plastics, home-mechanics, textiles, and agriculture. '
Some authors list as separate areas what are actually
parts of a general area, for example, cold metals, sheet
metal, hot metal, and forging are sometimes listed as areas
when they are really parts of the general metals area.
The different articles clearly indicate a trend in the
j
drawing area from mechanical drawing to general drawing that
includes various kinds of drawing, representation, and
duplication.
Most of the authors advocate that the manipulative work
be taught in some form of comprehensive general shop with
a separate section for the planning and drawing. Some of
the schools have general shops but are using them as unit
shops by teaching one area only each half year. In the I
general shops the pupils are usually rotated through all
the areas in small groups spending a specific length of time '|
'I
in each area. '!

Courses of Study for the Different Areas
Courses In different schools ."- In the general shop at
Barton, Maryland, each area is divided into a number of
topics that are arranged under the two headings of:
Related Subjects Shop Activities
1. Make drawings. 1. Projects in wood, metal,
and other areas.
2. Construct models.
3. Work on problems. 2. Repair jobs.
4. Study industrial 3. Care of tools and
information. equipment.
5. Work on hobbies. 4. Perform processes.
6. Study blueprints. 5. Apply technical infor-
mation.
Prom these two lists of topics the instructor selects
and plans his course of instruction for each grade. Pupils
select their own projects, obtain the teachers approval,
and proceed with the planning of the work. ViThen the plans
have been completed and approved by the teacher the pupils
will then proceed to construct the projects. The related
work is selected by the pupils and the assignments are
completed as a part of the regular instruction. In regard
to the related subject matter, Dick says:
1/ Arthur A. Dick, Op. cit., p. 83-85.
2/ Loc cit.
€
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Related-sub ject matter is industrial information
which the boy should know, but which is not necessary
in the making of a project. Technical information on
the other hand is information that is necessary for
the boy to know in the making and utilization of a
project.
Each student is given a choice of related topics to
complete as he does the manipulative work. The student has
to do the research on his topic, organize his data, and
present the results to the class. The class, in an informal
discussion, contributes additional information to the report.
In this shop 25 percent of the time is allowed for related
work. The emphasis in this program appears to be on the
project and manipulative work. The method of teaching the
related work is good.
1/
At Catonsville, Maryland, grades seven and eight are
given a wide contact with materials, objects, and industrial
information. A prescribed course of instruction for each
grade that includes as much related information as possible
and a wide variety of projects is outlined for each teacher.
Pupils select their own projects. Such a course is rather
narrow and fixed as far as the teacher is concerned. The
emphasis is on the project. This is the type of course
usually found in unit shops,
Sotzin, in writing about the industrial-arts curriculum,
says that the following plan has been evolved by prospective
1/ E. K. Zeller, Op. cit., p, 85-86,
r
y
1teachers and. teachers in service:
1. A brief description of the areas analyzed*
2. An occupational census classification.
5. Allied occupations and their relationship to
the areas analyzed.
4. General objectives and values of industrial
arts.
5*
!
Terminology. 1
6. Operations of the area (hand and machine).
i
i
7. A list of tools and their care.
1
1
8. A list Of materials.
9
.
A suggestive list of topics.
I
10. A progress chart.
11. Integration with academic work.
1
12. Courses of study for each grade. [l
j
When the area has been analyzed into topics they are
j
separated into grade levels. Other elements that are in-
volved are age level, time allotments, equipment, pupil
abilities, materials used, pupil interests and needs, and
the school objectives. An example of how this is done for
an eighth grade course in woodworking is shown here:
'1 1. Objectives.
A. General.
j
1
B. Specific.
1/ H. A. Sotzin, Op. cit., p. 153-155.
J
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2. Abilities to be acquired.
A. Manipulative skills,
B. InTormational Topics.
3. A set of suggestive projects.
|
4. Integrations with other school subjects.
A. English. I
a. Spelling.
!
b. Oral.
c. Written.
B. Art and design.
I
a. Use of projects.
b. Type of finish.
c. Type of construction. ji
d. Finish.
5. Tests.
i
This course is similar to the others, in that it places
the stress on the projects with the related information as
a secondary part of the work.
j
A home-mechanics curriculum for grades seven and eight
in Chicago, consists of the following series of units taught
1/
a unit at a time:
Grade Seven
First Semester
1. Reading and making simple working drawings.
2. The care and use of tools.
1/ V/llllam H. Johnson, "Home-mechanics in the Chicago Public
Schools", Industrial Arts and Vocational Education (March,
1939) 28: ll6-lS2.
I
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3. The selection and care of clothing.
j|
Second Semester
I
1. Care and adjustment of plumbing. 1!
2. Selection and serving of foods.
3. Care and use of finishing materials.
j
Grade Eight
|
First Semester
||
1. Care and adjustment of electrical devices.
|
'i
2. Care and repair of home metal articles.
3. Selection and arrangement of home furnishings.
Second Semester
||
1. Care and selection of wood construction.
j|
2. Care and adjustment of windows and doors.
|
3. Care of lawn and shrubs.
Il
Each unit takes into consideration the pupil's needs,
the home needs, and the working facilities. The teacher
has adequate instructional aids and references for the
completion of written or oral reports by students on the
research that each carries out. Each unit is preceded by
|
a demonstration or illustrated lecture on the unit and a
i
class visit is completed during the unit to stimulate pupil
interest. Information and instruction sheets are used to
supplement the instruction.
At the West Allis, Wisconsin, junior-high school, a
!

curriculum was planned" that v^ill contribute to intelligent
living, adjustment to environment, and to becoming worthy
self-supporting citizens. The areas given in the program
are duplicating one semester and general drawing the next
semester in grade seven, general vroods and electricity in
grade eight one each semester, and in grade nine general
metals for tv/o semesters. The course for each area is
designed to provide a v/ide range of materials, hand tools,
machine operations and processes, planning, studying and
using construction, forming and shaping materials, treating
and assemblying materials, a-nd finishing the materials into
worthwhile articles v/ith high standards of workmanship,
G-roup tests are given to all classes. Although this school
has a gensraJ. shop, this program obviously is for a unit
shop and stresses the manipulative processes and the making
of projects. Much more related information should be
included in this program and more areas explored.
Struck, in his book, says that instruction to meet the
needs of all should be accomplished through the medium of
group and individual projects, exploratory experiences, and
self activity. Some teachers feel that a vjell graded series
2/
of exercises is a better approach than through projects.
1/ Homer C. Rose and Roy R. Van Duzee, Op. cit., p. 3^9-354»
2/ Theodore F. Struck, Op. cit., p. 34.
'J
IIn some t3rpes of shop instruction, as for
example in printing, many instructors indicate it
to be their belief that a well-graded series of
exercises, embodying a good range of various types
of typography, gives a better approach than to put
pupils on projects or production vrark vrhich may
not include the range of theory and practice that
should form the basis for practical printing if
vocational; or for exploratory and try-out purposes
if given on an industrial arts basis.
Other teachers use a ca^refully gi^aded series of pro-
jects arranged on a difficulty basis"" and selected with a
view towards appropriateness, student interest, and needs,
vjith variations allovred in design, proportion, and finish.
As the student shows ability to do the v/ork he is allovred
to msJie more difficult projects that call for superior
skill and sustained effort. This method makes use of
teaching aids, devices, individual instruction, and uses
different methods of teaching. Actual projects are availa-
ble for pupil inspection and use for evaluation.
The first type of program involving a graded series of
exercises vrould be the better approach for the junior—high
school. The second method is V7hat is knov^n as the project
method and is in common use today. This method is not as
satisfactory because it puts too much stress on the project
and manipulative vrork and not enough on the informational
and exploratory values of the areas.
1/ Theodore F. Struck, Op. cit., p. 34-35*
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1/
Ericson, in outlining a general shop curriculum, first
determines the objectives to be attained. The subject
matter for each 3.rea is then analyzed on the basis of trade
practice, manipulative processes, related information, and
drawing. From this analysis, on the basis of comparison
v/ith the objectives, the psjr'ts of the activity that best fit
in as teaching material are selected. This material is
then organized into the course of study. The course of
study is a sequence of articles or models, of manipulative
processes, the order of facts to be learned, the interests
of the pupils, and the frequency in future usefulness. The
course of study is divided into the following two parts:
1. The problems and Projects
2. The Application and Related Information
This is another example of v/here the emphasis is placed on
the project and manipulative processes, with little of the
emiDhasis on the related value of the v/ork.
2/
In a general shop program pav/elek divides the classes
into smaJLl groups, each group being assigned to an area, and
rotates all the groups through all the areas. When two
assigned projects are finished in each area the pupils are
allowed to mal^e their ovm projects with the instructor's
l/ Emanuel E. Ericson, Op. cit., p. 311-322.
2/ Alan B. Pawelek, Op. cit., p. 283-284.
-
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approval. Related informption topics are assigned to the
pupils and when completed are reported to the class. After
each report is read a discussion period is held. Individual
job sheets, planning, assignment sheets, and pupil dravjings
are used to aid the instructor in carrying out his work.
Sometimes required projects are a good thing provided
only one or tv7o are required. Too often many of the pupil
projects are selected by the teacher and not by the pupil.
There is more related work carried out in this course than
in some of the other courses.
Bricker, outlining a flexible industrial-arts course,
1/
has six areas of instruction. Hlach area is divided into
four sections v/ith several teaching units in each section.
The units are of the manipulative and informational types.
From the several teaching units the instructor plans his
course of instruction, works out his instruction and planning
sheets, develops his discussions, plans his assignments,
and guides the pupils into different occupational oppor-
tunities. An example of the course of instruction for two
areas is shown here:
1. The Area of Graphic Techniques
A. General drawing.
a. Different kinds of drawing.
( 24 units listed )
l/ Arthur D. Bricker, Op. cit., p. IO7-II3.

E. Duplication.
a, A knowledge of machine processes
and inks
.
b. Methods of reproduction in industry.
(24 units listed)
C. Special drawing.
a. Beginning course in mechanical
drawing,
b« The fundamentals and language of
industry.
(12 units listed)
D. Printing.
a. The teaching of printing.
(12 units listed)
2. The Area of General Ceramics
A. Plaster and glue moulding.
a. 12 units listed.
B. Concrete and terrazzo.
a. 20 units listed.
C. Glass and plaster.
a. 20 units listed*
D. Pottery and tile.
a. 19 units listed.
A course arranged in the form of units provides a much
broader exploration and has more value to the pupils than
a course stressing projects and with little related
information. Projects in this type of course become a means
to an end rather than an end in themselves, they are a part
of the final result and not the result itself.
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1/
Curry, vnriting about the selection of projects, says
that the pupil and teacher select the project and plan the
procedure to be followed. The teacher should have a set of
basic projects and a list of the operations and information
topics involved in their construction. The teaching aids
for the projects should be prepared, a list of references
should be coinpiled, a test made out, and the questions to be
asked by the pupils anticipated. The author might also have
added that each project should be a part of and definitely
related to the unit being cornoleted.
Fox, writing aoout basic projects, says that V7e must
first decide on suitable objectives for the course of study.
In light of these objectives v/e should formulate our methods
and our course of study for each area. For the course of
study we should have a set of basic projects to be used as
pupil projects only at the beginning of the course. Basic
projects teach the pupils fundamental tool processes and
skills that enable them to progress readily in the future
on their own projects. If basic projects are used for this
purpose they should not be used any longer than necessary.
Opportunity for modification of the design of the projects
1/ E. H. Curry, "Teacher and Student Cooperate in Planning
tlie V/ork", Industrial Arts and Vocations^ Education
(October, 1946) 35: 342-343.
2/ Jesse G. Fox, "Industrial-Arts Methods in Junior High
Schools", Industrial Arts and Vocational Education
(May, 1939) 28: 177-178.

by the pupils should be provided.
Best in outlining a course of instruction in the area
of metals, Dunham in the area of plastics. Van Duzee and
Stum in the graphic arts area, and Collar in the electrical
4/
area, all divide their areas into learning units and list
them under the headings of fundamental processes and infor-
mational topics. These two lists provide the basic course
of study from which the instructor plans his course. A set
of basic projects with related information topics are made
for each area. These represent projects and materials from
which the pupils can choose or can vary to suit their own
tastes and needs. The projects can be used for purposes of
comparison for workmanship, for methods of construction, and
for self-evaluation of results. For each project a set of
information sheets, instruction sheets, and planning should
be worked out. Planning is completed before the handwork is
done.
The information topics are completed by having the I
]/ Glenn E. Best, "Metal Craft for the Industrial Arts
Laboratory", Industrial Arts and Vocational Education
(September, 1938) 27: 287-288.
2/ Arthur Dunham, "Modern Plastics", Industrial Arts and
vocational Education
,
(January, 1941) 30: 7-9.
I 3/ Roy R. Van Duzee and Raymond W. Stum, "Planning and
' Equipping a Graphic-Arts Shop", Industrial Arts and
Vocational Education (June, 1941) 30: 219-225.
4/ Tilden Collar, Op. cit., p. 113-116.
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pupils select from a list of topics what they want to do.
The pupils then plan their procedure, do the needed research
consult with their instructor, and submit the final report
for approval. When the work is approved it is read to the
class and discussed in an informal discussion. All the
areas allow 20 percent of the time for related topics and
80 percent of the time for manipulative vrark. All four
authors base their work on projects with the informationa.l
topics directly related to the work involved in making them.
This is an example of the project method. The projects are
an end in themselves instead of being a means to an end as
they should be*
Critical summary of the section ,— The various authors
agree that when planning an industrial-arts curriculum the
first step is to decide on definite aims and objectives.
With these aims and objectives in mind, a course of study
can then be worked out for each area. Most of the authors
do this by ana.lyzing each area into learning units both
manipulative and informational. This is an excellent be-
ginning when it is carefully done with the two kinds of
units arranged in separate lists. From these tv/o lists
those topics contributing the most toward the aims and ob-
jectives are selected for a basic course of study. From
this point on it is more or less up to the instructor to
complete the course and plan out how he vdll present it.

Most schools do this by planning the work around a basic
set of projects, relating the informational part of the area
to them in the form of related topics, and allowing the
pupils to select and plan out the procedure for their own
projects with the instructors approval. This is what Is
known as the project method. In this method projects are
an end in themselves not a means to an end. Most of the
schools in this study use this method. A few authors use a
much better method. They plan out the work in the form of
units in which the projects are a means to an end not an end
in themselves. The projects are a part of the unit and con-
tribute their share toward its completion. The related work
is taught as a part of the unit and not as a secondary part
of the project. Industrial arts taught this way is much
more valuable and meaningful to the students than when taught
as projects. It becomes much easier to correlate the work
with the other school subjects.
This method of presenting the work uses basic projects
for teaching the fundamental processes and skills through
manipulative work. The same values can be obtained from them
and the same choice can be made by the students as in the
project method but the projects chosen should be directly
related to the unit being completed. Most of the authors
agree that basic projects should only be used for ideas,
suggestions, and for comparison and evaluation. Required
i
projects should "be avoided whenever possible. The funda-
ments-l puirpose of the project is to provide a medium for
teaching the manipulative processes and skills of an in-
dustrial area.
Most of the schools present the related information as
a secondary assignment related to the project, processes,
and materials used, no matter how vague the relationship
may be. A much better vzay, as some schools do, is to
present the general information of an area and the related
information through assignments that are a part of a unit
that is being completed. Most of the schools use about the
same method of presenting the related information to the
pupils. This is done by having the pupils select, from a
a list of assignments, the topics they v.dsh to complete.
The pupils then do the necessary research, present the
results for approval by the teacher, read the final report
to the class, and discuss it in an informal, discussion.
This is an excellent method of completing these assign-
ments as it places the responsibility on the pupils.
The average time allowed for informational work in
this study is 20 percent, 80 percent being allowed for the
manipulative v/ork. If units are used to present the work
this proportion of time may have to be changed.

Tjrpes of Shops and Time Allotments
Shops in use in different schools .— Most of the shops
used in the junior-high schools in this study are general
1/
shops. At Barton, Maryland, the general shop has a class
of 25 pupils. The class is divided into two groups with
one group of 16 pupils working in groups of four to an area
in the general shop and the other group of nine working in
the planning room connected with the shop. This shop is a
one teacher shop having five general areas.
At Catonsville, Maryland, the junior-high school has a
2/
general shop that teaches six different areas. The pupils
are rotated in small groups through all the areas. At
Interna.tional Falls, Minnesota, there is a general shop and
a planning room in the junior-high school. A class of 3O
pupils is rotated in small gjroups through all the areas.
Each of the rooms has one teacher.
At the West Allis, ^-^isconsin, junior-high school tv70
general shops are used V7ith one teaching three areas and the
other teaching tvro areas. One area is taught in each shop
each half year. The classes are rotated through all the
areas "by the end of the term. In this program the general
\J Dick, Op. cit., p. 83-84.
2/ Zeller, Op. cit., p. 85-86.
2/ Judy and Sontag, Op. cit., p. 115-114.
4/ Rose and Van Duzee, Op. cit., p. 349-354.
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shops are not being used for their right purpose; they are
being used as unit shops teaching one area each half year.
1/
At Hairanond, Indiana, there are four unit shops in
the junior-high school. Each shop teaches a different area.
The class size is from 15 to 30 pupils per class. Each shop
has one instructor. This is a typical example of the shops
used in junior-high schools where there is a unit shop
program.
Lush, in discussing the different types of shops in use
2/
in the junior-high schools, says that:
A shop in which more than one activity may be
taught is referred to as a general shop. The general
unit shop refers to the room in which many courses
may be taught with the same media. The laboratory of
industries is one wherein one teacher offers as many
courses as his training, the equipment, the needs of
the pupils, and the enrollment, permit. The specific
unit shop is one equipped to teach one course such as
machine shop, welding, or printing.
Struck in his book says that there are two basic types
of shops used in junior-high schools, the single-activity
or unit shops and the multiple-activity or general shops.
The general shop or the industrial-arts laboratory are
considered the best types for the junior-high school.
Ericson, says that the one-activity shop is too narrow
]/ Wood and Mullins, Op. cit., p. 129-150,
2/ Lush, Op, cit., p. 85-86.
5/ Struck, Op, cit,, p. 460.
4/ Ericson, Op. cit,, p. 433.
f
because of changes In industrial conditions; boy interests
and needs demand a broader scope of activity and exploratory
opportunities. The comprehensive general shop with four or
more areas and the limited general shop are becoming more
in favor at the junior-high level,
1/
Pawelek, writing about the general shop, says that it
is a shop teaching five areas. Pupils are rotated through
all the areas in small groups, spending a specific length of
time in each area. Forsea says that in a study made of 127
schools west of the Mississippi, the general shop is giving
its greatest service at the junior-high- school level*
In this study 72 percent of the general shops use a pupil-
rotation plan while the remainder use individual rotation.
The study also shows that rotation of pupils in the general
shop is an individual instructor problem,
Fryklund, in writing about the Michigan schools, says
that there is a rapid trend toward the general shop in
grades seven to 12, The class size is from 16 to 25 pupils
per class. Each general shop teaches five areas. In
i/
Norwalk, Connecticut, the junior-high schools have one-
1/ Alan B, Pawelek, Op. cit., p. 283-284.
2/ Harold L, Porsea, Op, cit,, p, 102-105,
3/ Vern C. Fryklund, "industrial Education", Home and
Family Living (October, 1941) 11: 402,
4/ Wesley G. Ketcham, Op. cit,, p. 109-110.
li
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teacher general shops. The class size is not over 20 pupils,
the class being rotated through all the areas in small groups*
Liotta, writing about the creative laboratory, says that
j
[
it is a place where boys, girls, and adults can come to
construct and develop any worthwhile project using any medium^l
Such a laboratory has a planning room furnished with tables
and chairs, newspapers, magazines, a library, drawing
equipment, audio-visual aids, and materials for exhibits and
models. The work room is equipped with the necessary tools
and materials for all the mediums used, hot and cold water,
||
benches, lockers, gas outlets, electrical outlets, a spray
booth, furnaces for annealing and heating metals, and the
means to quench the same,
,
The majority of the schools use or advocate the general
shop as being best suited for the junior-liigh school. In
this shop the pupils are rotated in small groups through all
the areas, spending a specific length of time in each area.
Most of the authors are in agreement that a separate room or
section of the shop should be arranged for a planning room.
Time allotments .— Time allotments in junior-high-school
industrial arts vary throughout the country. In this study '
the time allotments vary from 45 minutes to one hour for the
shop period length. The number of periods per week also
show a variation of from two to five periods per week. jl
1/ Liotta, Op. cit., p. 106-112.
!i
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At Catonsville, Maryland, the shop period is one hour
long. Grade seven has shop for two days one week and three
days the next. Grade eight has shop for three periods per
week. Six weeks are spent in each area by all grades. The
industrial arts is a required subject in the junior-high
schools.
2/
Di Giacomo, in his study of junior-high schools, says
that in single- curriculum junior-high schools classes come
to shop for an average of two one-hour periods per week for
a one year course. Multiple- curriculum junior-high schools
have five shop periods per week, ten weeks being spent in
each area. The ninth grades vary from five to ten periods
per week for an 18 weeks course.
At International Falls, Minnesota, classes come to
shop for one hour five times per week for 36 weeks. In the
i/
Chicago junior-high- school home-mechanics course classes
meet for two one-hour periods per week for each semester.
Newkirk says that the Chicago industrial-arts laboratory
!; j/ Zeller, Op. cit., p. 85-86.
,1 2/ Prank Di Giacomo, "Junior High School Printing Classes",
I
Industrial Arts and Vocational Education (October, 1938)
27: 335-336. !
I
I
|| 3/ Wayne M. Judy and Oscar Sontag, Op. cit., p. 113-114. I
4/ William E. Johnson, Op. cit., p. 118-122.
|
5/ Louis V. Newkirk, "Chicago Industrial-Arts Laboratory
Plan", Industrial Arts and Vocational Education (March, 1939)
28: 100-106.
I'
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gives 80 percent of the time to manipulative vjork and 20
percent to related information. The ninth grade meets for
five doulDle periods per veek with an additional five periods
per vreek of drawing for those taking the technical course.
At Hammond, Indiana, the junior-high- school program
1/
has a 55 minute period per day for five days a week in
grade seven and eight and ten periods per v;eek in the ninth
grade. The year is divided into tvjo semesters. This program
orovides a good amount of time for all the classes. At
2/
West Allis, V/isconsin, the shop period is 45 minutes long.
There is one 45 minute period and two 90 minute periods per
week for a 20 weeks course each semester. The combining
of tv/o periods to mek:e one long period of shop v.^ork is an
excellent idea as much more can be accomplished this way.
3/
Pavxelek gives the time allotment for a general shop
as being a 45 minute period per day for five days in a 20
week semester. Collar says that a good exploratory course
V7ill have a time allotment of 330 clock hours a year divided
betv7een four areas in schools vdth unit shops. This v/ould
mean a 20 v^eek course in each area. The time should be
l/ Wood and I'ullins, Op. cit., p. 129-131 •
2/ Rose and Van Duzee, Op. cit., p. 349-354.
^ Pawelek, Op. cit., p. 283-284.
4/ Collar, Op. cit., p. II3-II6.

divided so that 80 percent will be spent in manipulative
work and 20 percent in related study.
Forsea says that the shop period in schools west of the
1/
Mississippi vary from 40 to 120 minutes, the average being
one hour. In grade seven the average time spent in shops is
280 minutes per week, in grade eight it is 281 minutes, and
in grade nine it is 301 minutes. The number of weeks spent
in each area varies from six to nine weeks. In most of the
schools industrial arts is a required subject. These
averages are about the same as the other schools in this
study. Ketchum gives the time allotments for the Norwalk,
2/
Connecticut, junior-high schools as two periods a week in
grade seven, three periods a week in grade eight, and five
periods a week in grade nine. The year is divided into two
semesters.
Critical summary of the section .— The majority of the
schools in this study recommend and use the general shop at
the junior-high- school level. Most of them agree that the
unit shop is too narrow in scope for teaching a broad and
exploratory program. The general type of shop provides the
variety of materials, areas, tools, and equipment needed
for giving the pupils the general education in industrial
1/ Forsea, Op. cit., p. 102-105.
2/ Ketchum, Op. cit., p. 109-110.

life that is so necessary at this stage of their education.
Unfortunately, some schools do not use the general shop for
the purpose it was designed for, instead they use it as a
unit shop by teaching one area each semester. The class
size varies from 15 to 30 pupils with the average being 20
pupils. Most of the authors divide the class into small
groups of from four to six pupils to an area and rotate all
the groups through all the areas. The different articles
advocate that a planning room or section separated from the
working area should be a part of every general shop.
Time allotments, as shown by this section, vary through-
out the country. The shop period varies from 45 minutes to
one hour with most schools having a one hour period. The
number of periods per week in grade seven varies from two to
five periods, in grade eight from three to five periods, and
in grade nine most schools have five periods per week. In
most of the schools the year is divided into two semesters
of 20 weeks each. In many of these schools industrial arts
is a required subject. The time spent in each area varies
from six weeks to 20 weeks, depending on the type of shop,
the number of areas, and the kind of program.
r
Teaching Methods
The different methods in use »— Because of a need for
teaching methods to fit varying teaching situations, a
variety of methods are being used in industrial arts.
1/
Sricson says that the fundamental methods in use are the
lectur-e method, demonstration method, and the project method.
Instruction sheets are comming into much use* Friese, in
2/
VTTiting about teaching methods, saysi "Let us think of a
'method' of teaching as a general pattern rather than a
crystallized technique." We are concerned v/ith the desired
changes made in a learner through the various ways used by
the teacher to stimulate him to learn. Rodin says;
"The wide range of materials and principles
studied msJ^es experimentation-real experimentation
on the part of the pupil-essential." "Since the
v7ork deals vrith tangible things, pupil and teacher
demonstrations are particularly effective."
A method commonly used in industrial arts is the
project method. In this method the course is presented to
the pupils through a series of projects that increase in
difficulty as the pupils progress. The informational part
of the subject is related to the project. The emphasis is
1/ Sricson, Op. cit., p. 56.
2/ John F. Friese, "Teaching Methods in Industrial Arts",
Education (May, 1940) 60: 570-571.
3/ Rodin, Op. cit., p. 239.
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placed on the project, it becomes an end in Itself. Ashley
1/
says that the project method has developed into a self-
Initiated activity for the pupil supposedly under the
guidance of a very skillful teacher. It is a unit of purpose-
ful experience, purposeful activity dominated by an inner
urge that fixes action, guides the processes, and furnishes
the drive.
Willoughby says that the project method consists of the
following steps:
1. Study a list of suggested projects, observe
the finished projects, and look for any
suggestions.
j|
2. Select a project within your ability that
suits your needs, fits into the time available.
3. Make a preliminary sketch and submit it to the
instructor for approval.
4. When the project is approved study all the
available material for Information on design
and construction.
5. Make a complete plan and fill out a plan sheet.
6. Submit completed plan and plan sheet for
the instructors approval,
7. Construct the project.
ij Lawrence P. Ashley, "This Thing Called Method",
Industrial Arts and Vocational Education (April, 1938)
27: 135-136.
2/ George A. Willoughby, "Selecting, Planning, and
Constructing a Project
,
Industrial Arts and Vocational
Education (September, 1938) 27: 295.
c
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8. Check the basic steps on the plan sheet as j
you progress,
9. Have the work inspected frequently,
10, Submit completed project and plan sheet for
the instructors approval and rating.
In this method little is said about the informational
phase of the work, it plays a secondary roll to the project,
and little use is made of the fine opportunity in each area
for real exploration of many industries through the ab-andance 'I
of information available that can be studied by the pupils
through the completion of informational assignments, Rodin
1/
recognizes this need in his article when he says that
the pupil should in addition study closely related material
commonly recognized under the names of science, drawing,
math, history, safety, occupational information, sociology,
art, smd other school subjects.
This method, as described by the various authors,
places too much emphasis on the project. Rather than being
an end in itself the project should be a part of the work,
it should be a means toward an end not an end in itself,
and it should contribute its share toward the final objective
or goal desired,
j
The lecture method .— The lecture method is a quick
way of giving information to a class. The teacher tells
1/ Rodin, Op, cit,, p, 239-240. i
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the pupils exactly what to do; there Is little pupil
participation. The pupils, after the lecture, do what they
have been told to do. When using this method the teacher
must plan what he is going to say very carefully so that the
pupils will clearly understand him. All the work is done
by the teacher; the pupils do little or no thinking,
1/
Collar says that the lecture consists essentially
2/
of passing out information. Ericson says that whenever
possible, illustrations in the form of visual aids should
be used to supplement the lecture. Moore says that the
trend is toward more short lectures of informational value
to pupils followed by the passing out of interesting data
to be used as a part of the notebooks for the various
activities. Struck, in his book, says that lectures have
i/
a place in industrial-arts teaching.
If the lecture is restricted to short periods
of from five to fifteen minutes, and especially if
it is supplemented by demonstrations, illustrations,
or other appropriate procedures, there can be little
question of its suitability as one method among many,
all of which have their place.
The demonstration method .— The demonstration method
consists essentially of showing the learner how to do a
1/ Tilden Collar, "The Learning Process", Industrial Arts
and Vocational Education (February, 1940) 29: 49-50.
2/ Ericson, Op. cit., p. 58.
3/ Moore, Op. cit,, p. 138-140,
4/ Struck, Op. cit., p. 349,

process or operation. Ericson says that this method
appeals to the sense of vision, attracts attention, arouses
an appreciation of skillful hand manipulation, shows
immediate progress, and stimulates a desire to emulate the
teachers work. Struck says: "There are three logical
steps in a 'practical' demonstration. They are: preparation,
putting it over, and clinching the results." Preparation
means having everything ready in advance. Putting it over
means presenting the lesson to the class in as natural a
setting as possible, having it short, clear, definite, and
absorbing. Clinching the results means giving the pupils
a chance to do what has been demonstrated immediately after
the lesson is over and checking the pupils work to see how
well they have learned what has been demonstrated. Van Duzee
3/
gives the following check points for demonstrations:
1. Are all the tools and materials ready?
2. Did you proceed skillfully, easily, and with-
out loss of time during the demonstration?
3. Are all students able to see well?
4. Does the teacher have the attention of the
whole class?
1/ Ericson, Op. cit., p. 57.
2/ Struck, Op. cit., p. 57.
3/ Roy R. Van Duzee, "Co-operative State Planning of
Industrial-Arts Education in Wisconsin", Industrial Arts
and Vocational Education (March, 1938) 27: 149-151.
I I
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5. The lesson was not too long?
6. Were all the students interested?
7. Did the class participate in the lesson?
8. Was the questioning well done and planned?
This method is the most common classroom teaching method
used in industrial arts because of its suitability for
teaching manipulative operations and processes.
Group discussions ,-- Group discussions are very useful
in industrial-arts for solving problems informally. The
class or a small group participate in discussing a common
problem for the purpose of arriving at a solution to the
problem. Struck says that the teacher makes constructive
suggestions during the discussion, encourages pupils to
1/
ask questions, suid helps them to work together. The most
common forms of discussions are the panel discussion, round-
table discussion, and the conference. Discussions involve
much pupil participation and thinking.
Teaching aids and devices .-- Instruction sheets are a
means of supplementing teaching methods, they should never
be used as a method in themselves. Erics on saysj "In-
struction sheets of various kinds may now be considered
one of the standard means employed in shop teaching."
1/ Struck, Op. cit., p. 277.
2/ Ericson, Op. cit., p. 59,
I
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These aids have proven of much value in the general shop.
They should be carefully prepared, carefully organized, and
well written in a language readily understood by the pupils.
Amos 7/illiams says that they tend to encourage stilted
teaching if they are allowed to replace personal effort;
they have a comparatively limited application. Burton
Williams, in a study of the advantages and disadvantages
of instruction sheets, lists them as follows:
Disadvantages
1. They tend to reduce the work to a correspondence
course
•
2. They take away pupil opportunity to plan the work.
3. They lower the standards of workmanship.
4. They replace good text and reference books.
5. They do not provide for individual needs and
differences
.
6. They are difficult to interpret.
7. They make a clerk out of the teacher by constantly
writing and revising them.
8. They tend to encourage stilted teaching.
1/ Amos Williams, Op. cit., p. 307-309.
2/ Burton T. Williams, "individual Instruction Sheets",
Industrial Arts and Vocational Education (March, 1937)
26: 86-87.
"
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Advantages
1. They combine the good features of the correspondence
course with the lecture and demonstration.
2. As a teaching aid they have proved their value.
3. They release extra time for the instructor to carry
out individual instruction.
4. They help and guide the pupil in planning and
executing a job.
5. As a reference and guide they help raise the
standards of workmanship,
6. Through a variety of operational and graduated
assignments they help to serve the varying needs
and abilities of pupils.
Visual aids .-» The common visual aids in use are
displays, charts, graphs, posters, exhibits, photographs,
pictures, lantern slides, film strips, reflectoscope, and
motion pictures in sound, silent, color, and black and white.
Such materials that pupils can see, hear, and handle help
to stimulate interest in the work or processes being taught.
Often information can be presented this way that is very
difficult to present otherwise. Teaching aids are more
effective when the child is properly introduced to them,
and when the teacher continues the lesson after the aid
has been used as a part of the lesson.
Moore thinks that visual aids should be used more
1/ Prank G, Moore, Op, cit., p. 159.
ri
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1/
v/isely as an educational method. Liotta says that each
pupil should be taught how to operate the projector and how
to order films* Each pupil should v;rite or give a verbal
report to the class about films seen in connection vjith
his project.
Trips and visits ,-- An excellent v/ay of giving first
hand inforniption about working conditions and industrial
processes, to stimulate pupil interest, and vitalize the
shop work, is through trips and visits to industrial plants,
museums, and places of interest. Schmidt says that
educational tours are very stimulating for they have the
distinct advantage of making the teaching situation live,
pupils thus realize a need for their school experiences,
develop s.n appreciation of materials, products, working and
social conditions, and of the value of la'oor's results.
2/
Rodin says: "Carefully planned trips to local establish-
ments are necessary to provide learning situations vihich
cannot be duplicated in the school." Trips and visits have
a definite place in the junior—high- school industrial-arts
program, the difficulty is to provide enough time for them.
l/ Liotta, Op# cit., p. 111.
2/ Fred J. Schmidt, "The Industrial-Arts Teacher in a
Pupil-Teacher participation Program", I ndustrial Arts and
Vocatio np l Education (May, 1946) 35: 195-198.
3/ Rodin, Op. cit., p. 239.

Textbooks and other materials .— A numcer of good texts
and other materials have been \\rritten by teachers, educators,
industria.1 concerns, and other authors and are now being
published. They are viell suited for use at the junior-high-
school level. Such material should be used for reference,
research, and as aids to the regular teaching methods. Host
authors advocate that all shops have good libraries in the
shops vjhere these materials are readily available to a.ll the
pupils using the rooms. Eric son says that their use is
grov/ing in popularity and they are becoming a valuable asset
to regular shop instruction. Their use fixes the responsi-
bility on the pupils for finding information and knov:ledge.
Such materials provide the teacher with reference materials
and related information from five different sources, text-
books, project and problem books, shop manuals, reference
2/
books, and professional books. Moore says the trend is
toward their becoming an integral part of industrial arts
v;ork.
CriticaJ. summary of the section .— Many authors in this
field are rather confused in their thinking in regard to
teaching methods. They maice no distinction betv^een general
method and specific classroom method, instead, they mix them
1/ Ericson, Op. cit., p. 54.
2/ Moore, Op. cit., p. 159.

together indiscriminately. The most common method in use is
the project method, however, in this method the project
becomes an end in itself instead of a means to an end. The
projects should he a part of the work along with the in-
formal values of each area, both contributing their share
toward the final goal set up.
Other methods used to teach industrial arts are the
demonstration method, the lecture method, and group dis-
cussions. These three methods seem to be the most popular
with industrial-arts teachers. Of the three methods the
demonstration method is the most common because of its
suitability for teaching operations and processes. Each
method has its place in the program.
Many teaching aids and devices are used to supplement
the teaching methods. Instruction sheets have been found
very useful in general shops, they provide more time for
individual instruction. Most authors agree that they should
never be used as a teaching method but should supplement
the other methods. Visual aids and trips when properly
planned are excellent ways of showing industrial processes,
working conditions, products, and of giving first-hand
information. They have a definite place in the program.
Texts and other materials are available for reference
purposes. Such material should be kept in a small library
in each shop.

CHAPTER IV
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Conclusions Prom the Study
The Industrial-arts curriculum ,— From this study we
can conclude that industrial arts in the junior-high schools,
as a part of general education, should provide broad ex-
ploratory experiences in many different fields of industry.
There should be no attempt made to specialize in specific
trades. To provide this broad exploration experiences
should be given in at least five different general areas
called general woods, general metals, graphic arts, general
drawing, and general powers. In addition, the areas of
ceramics, crafts, plastics, textiles, and agriculture can
be taught for enrichment. Each area should be as broad and
inclusive as possible to provide -a wide variety of experi-
ences in basic operations and processes, industrial infor-
mation, and related information.
The first step in developing an industrial-arts cur-
riculum is to have a clear definite understanding of the
aims and objectives we seek to attain. With these aims and
objectives in mind, a basic course of study for each area
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can be worked out aimed specifically at their attainment.
The basic course of study is found by a careful analysis of
each area in terms of manipulative learning units and infor-
mational topics. The two lists of learning units are usually
placed under the two headings of:
1, Manipulative Operations and Processes
2. Related Informational Topics
These two lists represent a basic course of study to be used
by the instructor in developing his course.
The industrial-arts program should be presented to the
students in the form of units, rather than by projects, the
project method, that is now in common use in this field.
The project should be a means to an end and not an end in
itself. In each unit the manipulative operations and
processes to be learned can best be taught through projects,
therefore, the instructor makes a number of basic projects
for each unit that involve all the operations and processes
to be taught and that are directly related to the unit being
completed. The study shows that the real purpose of these
basic projects is to provide the pupils with suggestions,
ideas, standards of workmanship, and a basis for self-
evaluation of their own work. The pupil plans, designs,
selects, constructs, and evaluates the projects he makes
under the teachers supervision. Planning always precedes the
construction of any project. Drawing is taught as a part of
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the planning. Each project made should be a definite part
of the unit being completed and should contribute something
toward its final result.
The related informational topics that include related
information and industrial information about each area are
taught through the study and activities part of the unit.
They are included in a study and activities guide. Pupils
select the assignments they want to do from this guide as
their contribution toward completing the unit,
j
The report shows that this phase of the work should be
done in a planning room or planning section separated from
i!
the rest of the shop, thus having a minimum of distractions.
This planning room should contain a good reference library,
chairs and tables, drawing equipment, audio-visual aids,
and materials for the construction of models and exhibits.
This study clearly indicates that the junior-high- school
I]
industrial-arts curriculum should be taught in either a
comprehensive general shop or an industrial-arts laboratory,
both having a planning room or section. The average class
size in this study is twenty pupils. The period length is
one hour. Grade seven has three periods of shopwork per
week, grade eight has from two to five periods per week, and
grade nine has from five to ten periods of shopwork per week.
Pupils are rotated in groups of four to six pupils through
r1
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all the areas, spending from six to eight weeks in each
area.
Needs and trends .— As this study progressed certain
trends became apparent, certain things were found lacking.
These trends and needs are given as follows:
jj
1. In order to carry out a good exploratory industrial-
arts program at the junior-high- school level more
time will have to be alloted to this area.
2. There is a decided need for research in the field
of industrial-arts teaching methods.
5. There seems to be a trend from "projects" or the
project method toward "Units" as industrial arts
becomes broader and more general in nature.
4. Individual instruction, pupil experimentation, and
pupil research is increasing.
|
5. Industrial arts, by becoming broader and more
general, offers more exploratory experiences today
than at anytime in the past.
6. Industrial arts is becoming a required subject in
most junior-high schools.
7. There is a need for a more careful analysis of the
use of visual aids, especially films, in industrial
arts so that they may become an integral part of
the instruction and not an added feature to be shown
when and if enough time and the equipment is avail-
able.
j
8. More cooperation and correlation between industrial
arts and the other school subjects is needed. u
\\
9. Textbooks, used as reference material, are now
becoming an integral part of the instruction.
10. There is a need for proper seating facilities in
industrial-arts shops when giving demonstrations,
lectures, or holding group discussions.
ii
I
II
i|
w1
•\
li
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11, The industrial-arts program should include many 1
industrial visits,
12, At sometime during the year every industrial-arts
teacher should be given the opportunity to visit
and observe the industrial-art s program in action i
in some other school system.
The Check List
Purpose and use of the check list .— The purpose of the
check list is to present a summary of this study in the form
of a detailed check list that can be used by teachers to
evaluate industrial arts in individual junior-high schools.
It is hoped that through this evaluation changes will result '
that will bring about a better industrial-arts program than
now exists in many schools.
j
The check list uses four symbols to indicate the degree
to which each item applies to the curriculum being evaluated.
All items should be marked. In the parenthesis preceding
each item place the S3niibol representing the degree to which
the item applies. The four symbols are:
(A) Condition is present to a very satisfactory
degree.
(B) Condition is present to a fair degree.
(C) Condition is present to a poor degree,
!
(D) Condition is not present.
i
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Curri culinn Areas
( ) 1. The curriculum has specific aims and objectives.
( ) 2. There is a clear definite understanding of these
aims and objectives.
,
( ) 3. The curriculum contains the general areas of:
( ) General Woods.
( ) General Metals.
( ) General Powers.
( ) Graphic Arts.
( ) General Drawing.
( ) 4. Other areas taught in addition to or in place
of the above are:
,
( ) Ceramics.
( ) Plastics.
( ) Crafts.
( ) Agriculture.
i
( ) Textiles.
( ) 5. Each general area is very broad, providing much
exploration and a variety of worthwhile
©TDeri ence s « !
( ) 6.
1
There is no specialization in any one area.
( ) 7. Pupils are rotated throiigh all the areas.
spending a specific length of time in each area.
( ) 8. The areas are taught in a general shop or an
industrial-arts laboratory.
Course of Study
( ) 1. Each area has been carefully analyzed in terms
of manipulative and informational learning
units
.
r
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( ) 2. Those learning units contrilDuting most toward
the attainment of the aims and objectives have
been selected and placed under the two headings
of:
A, Manipulative Operations and Processes
•
B. Related Informational Topics,
( ) 3» These two lists represent the basic course of
study used by the instructor in developing his
units
•
( ) 4. The instructor has carefully planned out several
units that cover all the learning units in the
course of study.
( ) 5, Safety education is taught as a part of each
unit
.
( ) 6, Experiences in the use and care of simple
machines is given.
( ) 7, Both individual and group work are planned for.
( ) 8. The work in each 'onit is carefully correlated
with the other school subjects.
( ) 9. Tests, to measure pupil progress and achievement,
are included in each unit.
( )10. There is a carefully planned pupil-personnel
organization to take care of routine duties.
The Manipulative Processes
{ ) 1. Each unit includes manipulative processes not
taught in previous units.
( ) 2. The manipulative processes are taught by pupil-
constructed projects.
( ) 3. The instructor has prepared several basic
projects for each unit.
( ) 4. The basic projects are carefully related to the
unit that they are a part of, include all the
manipulative processes to be taught in the unit,
and contribute toward the completion of the unit.
f/
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( ) 5. All drawings, references, and instruction sheets
have been prepared by the instructor for each
project
•
( ) 6, The basic projects are used for:
( ) A. Suggestions for similar projects,
( ) B. Purposes of pupil-evaluation and
comparison of workmanship,
{ ) C. For pupils to use when planning and
designing their own projects.
( ) D, Teaching basic operations and
processes
,
( ) 7, The pupils do the selecting, planning, and
construction with the help of the instructor,
( ) 8, Each project reviews some past processes and
operations and includes some new processes and
operations
,
( ) 9, The projects made by the pupils are well
designed, properly constructed, challenge the
pupil's ability, have value, and meet definite
needs
•
( )10. High standards of workmanship are maintained.
( )11. Pupil planning precedes the construction of each
project
.
( )12. A planning sheet is filled out, kept up-to-date,
and carried along to completion along with the
project.
( )13. The planning is done in a planning room or
section of the shop relatively quiet and free
from distractions.
( )14. Drawing is taught as a part of the planning.
r
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Related Informational Topics
( ) 1. The instructor has prepared a study and activi-
ties guide for each unit.
2, The study and activities guide contains a list
of related informational topics, many references,
and the procedure to be followed,
3, The pupils select the assignments they want to
complete as a part of the unit,
4, The pupil does his own research and completes
his report.
( ) 5. The instructor approves the pupil's final report.
( ) 6. The pupil presents, orally, his report to the
class. •
7. A short informal discussion is held after each
report is presented.
8. All pupils participate in group projects or
assignments as well as individual ones.
9. A final presentation of the completed unit is
given by all the pupils.
Teaching Methods and Aids
( ) 1. The instructor has carefully selected and
planned his teaching method for each lesson.
2, The instructor uses several different teaching
methods in each unit.
3. There is good pupil participation, discussion,
and interest shown in each lesson.
4. The results of each teaching lesson are checked
by the instructor by observation of how well
the pupils apply what has been taught.
5. The teaching lesson is given when the class or
group is ready for it, and is applied immediately
after the lesson is over.
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6. The demonstrations have been carefully prepared
in advance, are not too long, are clear, are
understood by the pupils, and the pupils do
much of the work.
7, The instructor guides ajid directs discussions in
proper direction, encourages pupils to ask
|
questions, and remains in the background, '
8, The instructor uses illustrations to stimulate
lectures
•
9. Proper seating facilities are provided for the
pupils when demonstrations, discussions, and
group lessons are held.
10* Trips and visits to industrial establishments
are made to give first-hand knowledge of
industrial processes and working conditions,
11* The instructor plans all trips and visits in
advance and explains their purpose to the pupils,
12, When a trip or visit is completed, a discussion
is held at the next class meeting and all the
assignments made are presented, !
13, The instruction is stimulated and motivated by
the use of many visual and sensory aids,
14, The instructor previews all films,
15, A short informal discussion is held after each
film is shown,
16, Instruction sheets are used to supplement' the
other teaching methods, never as a method in
themselves,
17, The instructor is constantly revising his
instruction sheets to improve their content,
18, Each shop possesses a small but complete
reference library.
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